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Session types are a formalism used to model structured communication-based program-
ming. A binary session type describes communication by specifying the type and direction 
of data exchanged between two parties. When session types and session processes are 
added to the syntax of standard π-calculus they give rise to additional separate syntactic 
categories. As a consequence, when new type features are added, there is duplication of 
effort in the theory: the proofs of properties must be checked both on standard types and 
on session types. We show that session types are encodable into standard π-types, relying 
on linear and variant types. Besides being an expressivity result, the encoding (i) removes 
the above redundancies in the syntax, and (ii) the properties of session types are derived 
as straightforward corollaries, exploiting the corresponding properties of standard π-types. 
The robustness of the encoding is tested on a few extensions of session types, including 
subtyping, polymorphism and higher-order communications.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC 
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
In complex distributed systems, participants willing to communicate should previously agree on a protocol to follow. The 
specified protocol describes the types of messages that are exchanged as well as their direction. In this context session types
[15,29,16] came into play: they describe a protocol as a type abstraction. Session types were originally designed for process 
calculi. However, they have been studied also for other paradigms, such as multi-threaded functional programming [32], 
component-based systems [30], object-oriented languages [10,11,3], Web Services and Contracts, W3C-CDL a language for 
choreography [5,22] and many more. Session types are a type formalism proposed as a theoretical foundation to describe 
and model structured communication-based programming, guaranteeing properties like session fidelity, privacy and com-
munication safety.
Session types are defined as a sequence of input and output operations, explicitly indicating the types of messages being 
transmitted. This structured sequentiality of operations is what makes session types suitable to model protocols. However, 
they offer more flexibility than just performing inputs and outputs: they also permit internal and external choice. Branch 
and select are typical type (and term) constructs in the theory of session types, the former being the offering of a set of 
alternatives and the latter being the selection of one of the possible options at hand.
As mentioned above, session types guarantee session fidelity, privacy and communication safety. Session fidelity guaran-
tees that the session channel has the expected structure. Privacy is guaranteed since session channels are known and used 
only by the participants involved in the communication. Such communication proceeds without any mismatch of direction 
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endpoints, each of which is owned by one of the participants. These endpoints are used according to dual behaviours and 
thus have dual types, namely one participant sends what the other one is expecting to receive and vice versa. So, duality is 
a key concept in the theory of session types as it is the ingredient that guarantees communication safety.
To better understand session types and the notion of duality, let us consider a simple example: the equality test. A client 
and a server communicate over a session channel. The endpoints x and y of the session channel are owned by the client and 
the server respectively and exclusively and must have dual types. To guarantee duality of types, static checks are performed 
by the type system. If the type of x is
?Int.?Int.!Bool.end
— meaning that the process listening on channel endpoint x receives (?) an integer value followed by another integer value 
and then sends (!) back a boolean value corresponding to the equality test of the integers received — then the type of y
should be
!Int.!Int.?Bool.end
— meaning that the process listening on channel endpoint y sends an integer value followed by another integer value and 
then waits to receive back a boolean value — which is exactly the dual type.
There is a precise moment at which a session between two participants is established. It is the connection phase, when 
a fresh (private) session channel is created and its endpoints are bound to each communicating process. The connection 
is also the moment when duality, hence compliance of two session types, is verified. In order to establish a connection, 
primitives like accept/request or (νxy), are added to the syntax of terms [29,16,31].
Session types and session terms are added to the syntax of standard π -calculus types and terms, respectively. In doing 
so, the syntax of types often needs to be split into two separate syntactic categories, one for session types and the other 
for standard π -calculus types [29,16,34,14] (this often introduces a duplication of type environments, as well). Common 
typing features, like subtyping, polymorphism, recursion are then added to both syntactic categories. Also the syntax of pro-
cesses will contain both standard π -calculus process constructs and session process constructs (for example, the constructs 
mentioned above to create session channels). This redundancy in the syntax brings in redundancy also in the theory, and 
can make the proofs of properties of the language heavy. In particular, this duplication becomes more obvious in proofs by 
structural induction on types. Moreover, if a new type construct is added, the corresponding properties must be checked 
both on standard π -types and on session types. By “standard type systems” we mean type systems originally studied in 
depth in sequential languages such as the λ-calculus and then transplanted onto the π -calculus as types for channel names 
(rather than types for terms as in the λ-calculus). Such type systems may include constructs for products, records, variants, 
polymorphism, linearity, and so on.
In this paper we aim to understand to which extent this redundancy is necessary, in the light of the following similarities 
between session constructs and standard π -calculus constructs. Consider ?Int.?Int.!Bool.end. This type is assigned to a 
session channel endpoint and it describes a structured sequence of inputs and outputs by specifying the type of messages 
that it can transmit. This way of proceeding reminds us of the linearised channels [21], which are channels used multiple 
times for communication but only in a sequential manner. This paper [21] discusses the possibility of encoding linearised 
channel types into linear types — i.e., channel types used exactly once.
The considerations above deal with input and output operations and the sequentiality of session types. Let us consider 
branch and select. These constructs give more flexibility by offering and selecting a range of possibilities. This brings in mind 
an already existing type construct in the π -calculus, namely the variant type [27,28]. Another analogy between the session 
types theory and the standard π -types theory, concerns duality. As mentioned above, duality is checked when connection 
takes place, in the typing rule for channel restriction. Duality describes the split of behaviour of session channel endpoints. 
This reminds us of the split of input and output capabilities of π -types: once a new channel is created via the ν construct, 
it can then be used by the two communicating processes owning the opposite capabilities.
In this paper, by following Kobayashi’s approach [20], we define an encoding of binary session types into standard 
π -types and by exploiting this encoding, session types and their theory are shown to be derivable from the theory of the 
standard typed π -calculus. For instance, basic properties such as subject reduction and type safety become straightforward 
corollaries. Intuitively, a session type is interpreted as a linear channel type carrying a pair consisting of the original payload 
type and a new linear channel type, which is going to be used for the continuation of the communication. Furthermore, 
we present an optimisation of linear channels enabling the reuse of the same channel, instead of a new one, for the 
continuation of the communication. As stated above, the encoding we adopt follows Kobayashi [20] and the constructs we 
use are not new (linear types and variant types are well-known concepts in type theory and they are also well integrated in 
the π -calculus). Indeed the technical contribution of the paper may be considered minor (the main technical novelty being 
the optimisation in linear channel usage mentioned above). Rather than technical, the contribution of the paper is meant to 
be foundational: we show that Kobayashi’s encoding
(i) does permit to derive session types and their basic properties; and
(ii) is a robust encoding.
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T (channel type)
Unit (unit type)
. . . (other constructs)
S ::= end (termination)
?T .S (receive)
!T .S (send)
&{li : Si}i∈I (branch)
⊕{li : Si}i∈I (select)
P , Q ::= x!〈v〉.P (output) 0 (inaction)
x?(y).P (input) P | Q (composition)
x  l j .P (selection) (νxy)P (session restriction)
x  {li : Pi}i∈I (branching) (νx)P (channel restriction)
v ::= x (name)  (unit value)
Fig. 1. Syntax of the π -calculus with session types.
As evidence for (ii), in this paper we examine, besides plain session types, a few extensions of them, such as subtyping, 
polymorphism and higher-order features in Sections 4, 5 and 6, respectively. These are non-trivial extensions, which have 
been studied in dedicated session types papers [14,12,23]. In each case we show that we can derive the main results of 
these papers via the encoding, as straightforward corollaries. As long as the encoding is concerned, these extensions follow 
the same line as the encoding of types and terms given in Section 3. We will avoid repeating technical results, when it is 
not necessary. Hence, Sections 4, 5 and 6 are less detailed than Section 3. While Kobayashi’s encoding was generally known, 
its strength, robustness, and practical impact were not. This is witnessed by the plethora of papers on session types over the 
last 20 years, in which session types are always taken as primitives — we are not aware of a single work that explains the 
results on session types via an encoding of them into standard types. In our opinion, the reasons why Kobayashi’s encoding 
had not caught attention are:
(a) Kobayashi did not prove any properties of the encoding and did not investigate its robustness;
(b) as certain key features of session types do not clearly show up in the encoding, the faithfulness of the encoding was 
unclear.
A good example for (b) is duality. In session types theory, duality plays a central role: a session is identified by two channel 
endpoints, and these must have dual types. In the standard typed π -calculus, in contrast, there is no notion of duality on 
types. Indeed, in the encoding, dual session types (e.g., the branch type and the select type) are mapped onto the same 
type (e.g., the variant type). In general, dual session types will be mapped onto linear types that are identical except for the 
outermost I/O tag — duality on session types boils down to the opposite input and output capabilities of channels.
The results in the paper are not however meant to imply that session types are useless, as they are very useful from a 
programming perspective. The work just tells us that, at least for the binary sessions and properties examined in the paper, 
session types and session primitives may be taken as macros. This paper is an extension of the conference version [8] and 
further details can be found in the first author’s published Ph.D. thesis [7].
Structure of the paper Section 2 gives an overview of session types and standard π -calculus types as well as language 
terms, typing rules and operational semantics. Section 3 presents the encoding of both session types and session processes. 
Sections 4, 5 and 6 present extensions of session types: subtyping, polymorphism and higher-order communication, respec-
tively and analyse the encoding with respect to these extensions. Section 7 presents an optimisation of linear channel usage. 
Section 8 examines related work and Section 9 concludes the paper.
2. Background
In this section we give an overview of the two theories we will be working with: session types theory and standard 
typed π -calculus theory.
2.1. Session types
Type syntax Types are presented at the top of Fig. 1. The syntax of types is given by two separate syntactic categories: one 
for session types and the other for standard π -types, which includes session types. We use S to range over session types 
and T to range over types. Session types are: end, the type of a terminated session endpoint; ?T .S and !T .S indicating, 
respectively a session type assigned to an endpoint used to receive and to send a value of type T and then continue 
according to the protocol specified by session type S . Branch and select are sets of labelled session types, where the order 
of components does not matter and labels are all distinct. The labelled components of branch and select range over an 
index set I . Branch &{li : Si}i∈I indicates external choice, namely what is offered, and it is a generalisation of the input type. 
Dually, select ⊕{li : Si}i∈I indicates the internal choice, only one of the labels will be chosen, and it is a generalisation of the 
output type. Types T include session types, standard channel types T , Unit type and if required other standard π -type 
constructs, such as other ground types like Int, String, . . . , or classes, data types etc.
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 = 1 ◦ 2 un(T )
, x : T = (1, x : T ) ◦ (2, x : T )
 = 1 ◦ 2 lin(S)
, x : S = (1, x : S) ◦ 2
 = 1 ◦ 2 lin(S)
, x : S = 1 ◦ (2, x : S)
Fig. 2. Context split for session types.
Language syntax The syntax of terms is presented at the bottom of Fig. 1 and it follows [31]. There are different ways of 
presenting session channel initiation and endpoints, like accept/request [16], polarised channels [14] or by means of 
co-names [31]. Standard communication (not involving sessions) is based on standard π -calculus channels [16,14], whereas 
in [31] it is based on co-names. In this paper we use co-names for session communication and standard π -calculus channels 
otherwise. Co-names specify the two opposite endpoints of a communication channel and are created and bound together 
by the restriction construct. Our results can be applied to all the different syntaxes in session types theory.
We use P , Q to range over processes, x, y over names and v to range over values. We use fn(P ) to denote the set of 
free names in P , bn(P ) to denote the bound ones and n(P ) = fn(P ) ∪bn(P ) to denote the set of all names in P . We adopt 
the Barendregt name convention, namely that all names in bindings in any mathematical context are pairwise distinct and 
distinct from the free names. The output process x!〈v〉.P sends a value v on x and proceeds as process P ; the input process 
x?(y).P receives on x a value to substitute the placeholder y in the continuation process P . The selection process x  l j .P
on x selects label l j and proceeds as process P . The branching process x  {li : Pi}i∈I on x offers a range of alternatives 
each labelled with a different label ranging over the index set I . According to the selected label l j the process P j will be 
executed. The process 0 is the standard inaction process. The last two constructs represent restriction. (νxy)P is the session 
restriction construct; it creates a session channel, more precisely its two endpoints x and y and binds them in P . The two 
endpoints should be distinguished to validate subject reduction (see [34]). The type system enforces duality of behaviours 
on endpoints. Process (νx)P is the standard channel restriction; it creates a new channel x and binds it with scope P .
Duality Two processes willing to communicate, e.g., a client and a server, must first agree on a protocol. The protocol is 
abstracted as a structured type, namely a session type. Intuitively, client and server should perform dual operations: when 
one process sends, the other receives, when one offers, the other chooses. So, the dual of an input is an output, the dual of 
branch is select, and vice versa. Formally, duality on session types is defined as:
end  end
!T .S  ?T .S
?T .S  !T .S
⊕{li : Si}i∈I  &{li : Si}i∈I
&{li : Si}i∈I  ⊕{li : Si}i∈I
In order to guarantee that communication is safe and proceeds without any mismatch, static checks are performed by the 
type system. These checks control that the opposite endpoints of the same session channel have dual types, as we will see 
shortly.
Typing rules A typing context  is a partial function from names to types. We use dom() to denote the domain of . 
Typing judgements for values are of the form   v : T , reading “a value v is of type T in a typing context ”. Typing 
judgements for processes are of the form   P , reading “a process P is well typed in a typing context ”. In order to 
deal with linearity, the typing rules make use of lin and un predicates and a context split operator ‘◦’. The lin and un
predicates state when a type, or a typing context, is linear or unrestricted, respectively [31].
lin(T ) if T is a session type and T = end
un(T ) otherwise
lin() if there is (x : T ) ∈  such that lin(T )
un() otherwise
The context split ‘◦’ is defined by the rules in Fig. 2. Intuitively, these rules state that a typing context is split in a way that 
linear names occur only in one of the halves. This does not hold for the unrestricted names.
The typing rules for the π -calculus with session types are given in Fig. 3. Rule (T-Var) states that a name x is of type T , 
if this is the type assumed in the typing context. Rule (T-Val) states that a unit value is of unit type. Rule (T-Inact) states that 
the terminated process 0 is always well typed under any . Notice that in all the previous rules, the typing context  is 
unrestricted. Rule (T-Par) types the parallel composition of two processes under the combination of typing contexts by using 
the split operator. The rule that performs duality checks is the rule for session restriction (T-Res). Process (νxy)P is well 
typed in , if P is well typed in  augmented with session channel endpoints having dual types, namely x : T and y : T . 
Rule (T-In) splits in two the context in which the input process x?(y).P is well typed: one part typechecks x, the other part 
augmented with y : T and updated with x : S , typechecks the continuation process P . The rule for output (T-Out) is similar. 
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un()
, x : T  x : T
(T-Val)
un()
   : Unit
(T-Inact)
un()
  0
(T-Par)
1  P 2  Q
1 ◦ 2  P | Q
(T-Res)
, x : T , y : T  P
  (νxy)P
(T-StndRes)
, x : T  P T is not a session type
  (νx)P
(T-In)
1  x :?T .S 2, x : S, y : T  P
1 ◦ 2  x?(y).P
(T-StndIn)
1  x : T 2, x : T , y : T  P
1 ◦ 2  x?(y).P
(T-Out)
1  x :!T .S
2  v : T 3, x : S  P
1 ◦ 2 ◦ 3  x!〈v〉.P
(T-StndOut)
1  x : T
2  v : T 3, x : T  P
1 ◦ 2 ◦ 3  x!〈v〉.P
(T-Brch)
1  x : &{li : Ti}i∈I
2, x : Ti  Pi ∀i ∈ I
1 ◦ 2  x  {li : Pi}i∈I
(T-Sel)
1  x : ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I
2, x : T j  P ∃ j ∈ I
1 ◦ 2  x  l j .P
Fig. 3. Typing rules for the π -calculus with session types.
(R- StndCom) x!〈v〉.P | x?(z).Q → P | Q [v/z]
(R-Com) (νxy)(x!〈v〉.P | y?(z).Q ) → (νxy)(P | Q [v/z])
(R-Case) (νxy)(x  l j .P | y  {li : Pi}i∈I ) → (νxy)(P | P j) j ∈ I
(R-StndRes) P → Q =⇒ (νx)P → (νx)Q
(R-Res) P → Q =⇒ (νxy)P → (νxy)Q
(R-Par) P → Q =⇒ P | R → Q | R
(R-Struct) P ≡ P ′, P → Q , Q ′ ≡ Q =⇒ P ′ → Q ′
Fig. 4. Semantics for the π -calculus with session types.
The context is split in three parts, one to typecheck x, another to typecheck v and the last part to typecheck the continuation 
process P . Similarly to the input rule, the continuation process uses channel x with its continuation type S . In addition to 
the typing rules for session restriction, input and output, there are also the corresponding ones for standard channel types, 
namely the typing rules (T-StndRes), (T-StndIn) and (StndOut). This is an example of the duplication of rules and work that is 
needed in presentations of the π -calculus with session types. Let us now consider the typing rules (T-Brch) and (T-Sel). The 
branching process x  {li : Pi}i∈I is well typed if channel x is of branch type &{li : Ti}i∈I and every continuation process Pi
is well typed and uses x with type Ti . To typecheck a process that selects label l j on channel x of type ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I , we 
typecheck the continuation process P j that uses x with type T j .
Operational semantics The operational semantics is defined as a binary relation → over processes and is given in Fig. 4. 
Rule (R-StndCom) is the standard communication rule. In rule (R-Com), two processes communicate on two co-names, and the 
value so received replaces the input placeholder. Rule (R-Case) is similar: the communicating processes have prefixes that are 
co-names, and the label received selects the continuation on the recipient side. Rules (R-StndRes), (R-Res), (R-Par), and (R-Struct) 
are standard, stating that communication can happen under restriction and parallel composition and allowing to exploit the 
structural congruence relation.
P | Q ≡ Q | P
(P | Q ) | R ≡ P | (Q | R)
P | 0 ≡ P
(νxy)0 ≡ 0
(νx)0 ≡ 0
(νxy)(νzw)P ≡ (νzw)(νxy)P
(νx)P | Q ≡ (νx)(P | Q ) (x /∈ fn(Q ))
(νxy)(νzw)P ≡ (νzw)(νxy)P
(νxy)P | Q ≡ (νxy)(P | Q ) (x, y /∈ fn(Q ))
In order to complete the operational semantics, structural congruence relation, denoted as ≡, is needed and is defined as 
the smallest congruence relation on processes that satisfies the above axioms. The first three axioms state that parallel 
composition of processes is commutative, associative and uses process 0 as the neutral element. The remaining axioms 
involve restriction, the main ones being scope extrusion stating that the scope of a restriction can be extended to other 
processes in parallel provided that no capture of (session co-) names occurs. To conclude, let C , D range over contexts. 
Intuitively, a context is a process with a hole [28].
Properties We recall some basic properties of the session π -calculus [31]. The weakening lemma states that it is sound to 
introduce unrestricted type assumptions in a typing context.
Lemma 1 (Weakening in sessions). If   P and x /∈ fn(P ) and un(T ), then , x : T  P .
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	i[τ˜ ] (linear input) 〈li_τi〉i∈I (variant type)
	[τ˜ ] (linear connection) Unit (unit type)
∅[] (no capability) . . . (other constructs)
P , Q ::= x!〈v˜〉.P (output) 0 (inaction)
x?( y˜).P (input) P | Q (composition)
(νx)P (restriction) case v of {li_(xi)  Pi}i∈I (case)
v ::= x (name)  (unit value)
l_v (variant value)
Fig. 5. Syntax of the standard typed π -calculus.
The strengthening lemma states somehow the opposite of weakening: it is sound to remove unrestricted names from 
the typing context provided that they do not occur free in the process being typed.
Lemma 2 (Strengthening in sessions). If , x : T  P and x /∈ fn(P ) and un(T ), then   P .
We are ready now to state the subject congruence and the subject reduction properties for the session π -calculus.
Lemma 3 (Subject congruence for sessions). If   P and P ≡ P ′ , then   P ′ .
Theorem 4 (Subject reduction for sessions). If   P and P → Q , then   Q .
2.2. π -Types
Type syntax We now consider the standard typed π -calculus [28]. The syntax of the type constructs is presented at the top 
of Fig. 5. The standard π -types, ranged over by τ , include various type constructs. Here we focus on linear types and variant 
types, which will be used in the encoding. We use a tilde ˜ to indicate a sequence of elements. Linear types 	i[τ˜ ], 	o[τ˜ ]
and 	[τ˜ ] are assigned to channels used exactly once in input to receive messages of type τ˜ , in output to send messages of 
type τ˜ and used once for sending and once for receiving messages of type τ˜ , respectively. The type ∅[] is assigned to a 
channel without any capability. We use α, β to range over the i, o or  capabilities. Type [τ˜ ] indicates a channel used for 
communication without any restriction. The variant type 〈li_τi〉i∈I is a labelled form of disjoint union of types. The order of 
the components does not matter and labels are all distinct. Unit type is standard. Other type constructs, like ground types 
and recursive types, can be added to the syntax.
We define a notion of duality on π -types to be the duality on the capability of the channel, via the following rules:
	i[τ˜ ] = 	o[τ˜ ]
	o[τ˜ ] = 	i[τ˜ ]
∅[] = ∅[]
Language syntax The syntax of terms of the π -calculus is given at the bottom of Fig. 5. The output process x!〈v˜〉.P sends 
a tuple of values v˜ on channel x and proceeds as P ; input process x?( y˜).P receives on x a tuple of values that is go-
ing to substitute y˜ in P ; restriction process (νx)P creates a new name x and binds it with scope P ; differently from 
session π -calculus, here we have only one restriction process. Inaction and parallel composition are standard. Process 
case v of {li_(xi)  Pi}i∈I offers different behaviours depending on which variant value l_v it receives. Values include names, 
variant values and the unit value.
Typing rules The predicates lin and un on the standard π -types and typing contexts are defined as:
lin(τ ) if τ = 	α[τ˜ ] or
(
τ = 〈li_τi〉i∈I and for some j ∈ I. lin(τ j)
)
un(τ ) otherwise
lin() if there is (x : τ ) ∈  such that lin(τ )
un() otherwise
As for session types, also for linear types there is a careful handling of typing contexts in order to ensure linearity. The 
combination ‘unionmulti’ of types is a symmetric operation and is defined by the following rules, and the combination of typing 
contexts is defined in Fig. 6.
	i[τ˜ ] unionmulti 	o[τ˜ ]  	[τ˜ ]
τ unionmulti τ  τ if un(τ )
τ unionmulti τ ′  undef otherwise
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1 unionmulti 2
)
(x)
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
1(x) unionmulti 2(x) if both 1(x) and 2(x) are defined
1(x) if 1(x), but not 2(x), is defined
2(x) if 2(x), but not 1(x), is defined
undef otherwise
Fig. 6. Context combination for linear π -types.
(Tπ-Var)
un()
, x : τ  x : τ
(Tπ-Val)
un()
   : Unit
(Tπ-Inact)
un()
  0
(Tπ-Par)
1  P 2  Q
1 unionmulti 2  P | Q
(Tπ-Res1)
, x : 	[τ˜ ]  P
  (νx)P
(Tπ-Res2)
, x :∅[]  P
  (νx)P
(Tπ-Inp)
1  x : 	i[τ˜ ] 2, y˜ : τ˜  P
1 unionmulti 2  x?( y˜).P
(Tπ-Out)
1  x : 	o[τ˜ ] ˜2  v˜ : τ˜ 3  P
1 unionmulti ˜2 unionmulti 3  x!〈v˜〉.P
(Tπ-LVal)
  v : τ j j ∈ I
  l j_v : 〈li_τi〉i∈I
(Tπ-Case)
1  v : 〈li_τi〉i∈I 2, xi : τi  Pi ∀i ∈ I
1 unionmulti 2  case v of {li_(xi)  Pi}i∈I
Fig. 7. Typing rules for the standard typed π -calculus.
(Rπ-Com) x!〈v˜〉.P | x?(z˜).Q → P | Q [v˜/z˜]
(Rπ-Case) case l j_v of {li_(xi)  Pi}i∈I → P j[v/x j] j ∈ I
(Rπ-Res) P → Q =⇒ (νx)P → (νx)Q
(Rπ-Par) P → Q =⇒ P | R → Q | R
(Rπ-Struct) P ≡ P ′, P → Q , Q ′ ≡ Q =⇒ P ′ → Q ′
Fig. 8. Semantics for the standard typed π -calculus.
Typing judgements for the standard typed π -calculus have the same shape as the corresponding ones for the session 
typed π -calculus. The typing rules are given in Fig. 7. Rule (Tπ -Var) states that a name has type the one assumed in the 
typing context. Rule (Tπ -Val) states that a unit value has type Unit. Both rules use an unrestricted typing context. Rule 
(Tπ -Inact) states that the terminated process 0 is well typed in every unrestricted typing context. Rule (Tπ -Par) states that 
the parallel composition of two processes is well typed in the combination of typing contexts used to type each of the 
processes. There are two typing rules for the restriction process (νx)P . Rule (Tπ -Res1) states that the restriction process 
(νx)P is well typed if process P is well typed under the same typing context augmented with x : 	[τ˜ ]. By applying the 
definition of context combination given in Fig. 6, we have x : 	[τ˜ ] = x : 	i[τ˜ ] unionmulti 	o[τ˜ ]. This implies that process P owns both 
capabilities of input and output of channel x. This is a fundamental feature used in the encoding. Rule (Tπ -Res2) states that 
(νx)P is well typed if P is well typed and x has no capabilities in P . This rule is needed in the standard typed π -calculus 
to prove subject reduction (see [28]), and it is needed also for our encoding. Rules (Tπ -Inp) and (Tπ -Out) state that the input 
and output processes are well typed if x is a linear channel used in input and output, respectively and the carried types 
are compatible with the types of y˜ and v˜ , respectively We use ˜ to denote 1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti k such that k is the length of the 
sequence denoted by ˜·. A variant value l j_v is of type 〈li_τi〉i∈I if v is of type τ j for j ∈ I . Process case v of {li_(xi)  Pi}i∈I
is well typed if value v has variant type and every process Pi is well typed assuming xi has type τi .
Operational semantics The semantics of the π -calculus is presented in Fig. 8. Rule (Rπ -Com) is very similar to the correspond-
ing one in session processes. The only difference here is that we are considering the polyadic π -calculus. Rule (Rπ -Case) is 
also called a case normalisation. The case process reduces to P j substituting x j with the value v , if the label l j is chosen. 
Rules (Rπ -Res) and (Rπ -Par) state that communication and case normalisation can happen under restriction and parallel com-
position, respectively. Rule (Rπ -Struct) states that reduction can happen under structural congruence ≡, which is defined in 
the same way as in the previous section for session π -calculus semantics; the only difference being that there are no rules 
for co-names.
Properties We recall some basic properties of the type system with linear π -types [28]. They follow the same intuition as 
the analogous properties for session types given in the previous section.
Definition 5 (Closed typing context). A typing context is closed if for all x ∈ dom(), then (x) = 	[τ˜ ].
Lemma 6 (Substitution lemma for linear π -calculus). Let , x : τ  P , and let unionmulti′ be defined and ′  v : τ . Then, unionmulti′  P [v/x].
Lemma 7 (Weakening in linear π -calculus). If   P and x /∈ fn(P ) and un(τ ), then , x : τ  P .
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!T .S  	o[T ,S] (E-Out)
?T .S  	i[T ,S] (E-Inp)
⊕{li : Si}i∈I  	o[〈li_Si〉i∈I ] (E-Select)
&{li : Si}i∈I  	i[〈li_Si〉i∈I ] (E-Branch)
xf  fx (E-Name)
f   (E-Star)
0f  0 (E-Inaction)
x!〈v〉.Pf  (νc) fx!〈vf , c〉.Pf,{x →c} (E-Output)
x?(y).Pf  fx?(y, c).Pf,{x →c} (E-Input)
x  l j .Pf  (νc) fx!〈l j_c〉.Pf,{x →c} (E-Selection)
x  {li : Pi}i∈If  fx?(y). case y of {li_(c)  Pif,{x →c}}i∈I (E-Branching)
P | Q f  Pf | Q f (E-Composition)
(νxy)Pf  (νc)Pf,{x,y →c} (E-Restriction)
Fig. 9. Encoding of types and terms.
Lemma 8 (Strengthening in linear π -calculus). If , x : τ  P and x /∈ fn(P ) and un(τ ), then   P .
We are ready now to state the subject congruence and the subject reduction properties for the linear π -calculus.
Lemma 9 (Subject congruence for linear π -calculus). If   P and P ≡ P ′ , then   P ′ .
Theorem 10 (Subject reduction for linear π -calculus). If   P with  closed and P → P ′ , then   P ′ .
By analysing and combining the definition of closed typing context with the statement of the subject reduction property 
for linear π -calculus, we notice that since the typing context has no linear channel owning both capabilities (condition 
= 	[τ˜ ]), if a process reduces it is either the result of a case normalisation or of a communication on a restricted channel 
owning both capabilities of input and output. The reason for adopting a closed typing context is to avoid reductions of 
typing contexts due to reductions of processes. This gives a simpler statement of the subject reduction property. Further 
details can be found in Sangiorgi and Walker [28].
We conclude the section with a lemma showing that if two structurally congruent processes reduce by consuming exactly 
the same prefixes, then the derivatives are again structurally congruent. To express this, we use a marking of the involved 
prefixes, as a way of pointing out the specific prefixes involved (we mark only a prefix, not the process underneath it). The 
marking does not otherwise affect syntax and operational semantics.
Lemma 11. Suppose P has exactly one input and one output prefix that are marked, and that P → P ′ in which precisely the two 
marked input and output prefixes are consumed. Suppose also that P ≡ Q and that Q → Q ′ in which, as before, precisely the two 
marked input and output prefixes are consumed. Then, also P ′ ≡ Q ′ .
Proof. Straightforward proof on the number of axioms of structural congruence applied to infer P ≡ Q . 
3. Encoding
Session types guarantee that only the communicating parties know the corresponding endpoints of the session channel, 
thus providing privacy. Moreover, the opposite endpoints should have dual types, thus providing communication safety. The 
interpretation of session types should take into account these fundamental issues. In order to guarantee privacy and safety of 
communication we adopt linear channels, which are used exactly once. Privacy is ensured since the linear channel is known 
only to the interacting parties. Communication safety is ensured by the type safety of linear types. Furthermore, in order to 
preserve the structure of a session type and the session fidelity property, our encoding is based on the continuation-passing
principle.
3.1. Type encoding
We present the encoding of session types into linear π -types at the top of Fig. 9. All the other types are encoded in 
a homomorphic way, namely T   T  and Unit  Unit. The encoding of end is a channel with no capabilities, 
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carrying a pair of values whose types are the encoding of T and of S . The encoding of !T .S is similar. However, in this case 
it is the dual of S to be sent since it is the type of a channel as used by the receiver. This will be shown later by an example 
of the encoding. The branch and the select types are generalisations of input and output types, respectively. Consequently, 
they are interpreted as linear input and linear output channels carrying variant types having the same labels li and, as types 
respectively, the encoding of Si and of Si for all i ∈ I . Again, the reason for duality is the same as for the output type.
3.2. Process encoding
The encoding of session processes into π -calculus processes is defined at the bottom of Fig. 9. The encoding of terms 
differs from the encoding of types as it is parametrised by a function, ranging over f , g , from names to names. We use 
dom( f ) to denote the domain of function f . We use fx , f y as an abbreviation for f (x), f (y), respectively.
Let P be a session process. We say that a function f is a renaming function for P , if for all names x ∈ fn(P ), the image fx
is either x, or it is a fresh name not included in n(P ); and f is the identity function on all bound names of P . During the 
encoding of a session process, its renaming function f is updated as in f , {x → c} or f , {x, y → c}, where names x and y are 
now associated to c, namely f (x) and f (y) are updated to c. The notion of a renaming function is extended also to values, 
being ground values and names, as expected. In the uses of the definition of renaming function f for P (respectively v), 
process P (respectively value v) will be typed in a typing context, say . We will implicitly assume that the fresh names 
used by f (that is, the names y such that y = f (x), for some x = y) are also fresh for  (that is, they are not in dom()).
We prefer to avoid the explicit mention of the typing context  so to ease the reading of the statements.
We explain now the reason for f . Since we are using linear channels, once a channel is used, it cannot be used again for 
transmission. To enable structured communications however, like session types do, the channel is renamed: a new channel 
is created and is sent to the partner in order to use it to continue the rest of the session. This procedure is repeated at every 
step of communication and the function f is updated to the new name created. This is the continuation-passing principle.
We provide some explanations on the encoding. A channel name x is encoded by using a renaming function f for x, 
meaning that f is defined on x. The encoding of the unit value is the unit value itself. This holds for every ground value 
added to the language. In the encoding of the output process, a new channel name c is created and is sent together with 
the encoding of the payload v along the channel fx; the encoding of the continuation process P is parametrised in f
where name x is updated to c. Similarly, the input process listens on channel fx and receives a value, that substitutes name 
y and a fresh channel c that substitutes x in the continuation process encoded in f updated with {x → c}. As indicated 
in Section 2.1, session restriction (νxy)P creates two fresh names and binds them in P as being the opposite endpoints 
of the same session channel. This is not needed in the standard π -calculus. The restriction construct (νx)P creates and 
binds a unique name x to P ; this name identifies both endpoints of the communicating channel. The encoding of a session 
restriction process (νxy)P is a linear channel restriction process (νc)Pf,{x,y →c} with the new name c used to substitute 
x and y in the encoding of P . The last two constructs correspond to selection and branching processes. Selection x  l j .P
is encoded as the process that first creates a new channel c and then sends on fx a variant value l j_c, where l j is the 
selected label and c is the channel created to be used for the continuation of the session. The encoding of branching 
receives on fx a value, typically being a variant value, which is the guard of the case process. According to the chosen 
label, one of the corresponding processes Pif,{x→c} for i ∈ I , will be chosen. Note that the name c is bound in any process 
Pi f ,{x→c} . The encoding of the other process constructs, like inaction, standard scope restriction, and parallel composition, 
is a homomorphism, namely 0f  0, (νx)Pf  (νx)Pf , and P | Q f  Pf | Q f .
3.3. Example: the mathematical server and client
In this section we present an example of a mathematical server and a client communicating with it, from Gay and 
Hole [14]; the example illustrates channel interaction as well as branching and selection. We assume ground types like 
Int, Bool and standard mathematical operations on ground values. We present the encoding of types and processes, and 
the operational semantics of both the session system and its encoding. The server offers three mathematical operations as 
services: addition of integers; the equality test; and negation of integers. The server runs in parallel with a client, which 
selects among the services offered. Communication occurs along a session channel with endpoints x for the server and y
for the client.
The session type S for the server endpoint x is defined as:
S  &{ plus :?Int.?Int.!Int.end,
equal :?Int.?Int.!Bool.end,
neg :?Int.!Int.end }
The session type for the client endpoint y must be dual to S and is thus defined as:
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equal :!Int.!Int.?Bool.end,
neg :!Int.?Int.end }
Now we move to processes. The server process is defined as:
server  x  { plus : x?(v1).x?(v2).x!〈v1 + v2〉.0,
equal : x?(v1).x?(v2).x!〈v1 == v2〉.0,
neg : x?(v).x!〈−v〉.0 }
We have x : S  server. The client must be typechecked by using S . By rule (T-Sel) this means that the client chooses one of 
the possible branches specified in its type. Thus, a possible client is:
client  y  equal.y!〈3〉.y!〈5〉.y?(eq).0
Such a client selects the equality test, which we already mentioned in the introduction. The client sends to the server two 
integers 3 and 5, and waits for a boolean answer. Once all this is done, both processes terminate. The whole system is given 
by
(νxy)
(
server | client)
which, as outlined above, reduces thus:
(νxy)
(
server | client)→ (νxy)(x?(v1).x?(v2).x!〈v1 == v2〉.0 | y!〈3〉.y!〈5〉.y?(eq).0)
→ (νxy)(x?(v2).x!〈3== v2〉.0 | y!〈5〉.y?(eq).0)
→ (νxy)(x!〈3== 5〉.0 | y?(eq).0) → 0
We are ready now to present the encoding of the system. We start with session types. We have:
S = 	i[〈 plus_	i[Int, 	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]]]
equal_	i[Int, 	i[Int, 	o[Bool,∅[]]]],
neg_	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]] 〉]
(1)
and
S = 	o[〈 plus_	i[Int, 	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]]]
equal_	i[Int, 	i[Int, 	o[Bool,∅[]]]],
neg_	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]] 〉]
(2)
When examining (1) and (2) we notice that duality on session types boils down to opposite capabilities of linear chan-
nel types. Indeed the encodings S and S only differ in the capabilities of the outermost linear types 	i[·] and 	o[·]. 
Thus checking the duality between two session types amounts to checking, in the encoding, this simple duality on capabil-
ities.
Now we move to processes. When encoding processes, the initial renaming function is the identity function, below 
simply indicated as ∅:
(νxy)(server | client)
∅
= (νz)(server | client){x,y →z}
= (νz)(server{x→z} | client{y →z})
where
server{x→z} = z?(y).case y of {
plus_(s)  s?(v1, c).c?(v2, c′).(νc′′)c′!〈v1 + v2, c′′〉.0
equal_(s)  s?(v1, c).c?(v2, c′).(νc′′)c′!〈v1 == v2, c′′〉.0
neg_(s)  s?(v, c).(νc′′)c!〈−v, c′′〉.0 }
and
client{y →z} = (νs)z!〈equal_s〉.(νc)s!〈3, c〉.(νc′)c!〈5, c′〉.c′?(eq, c′′).0
The renaming function {x, y → z} maps the session endpoints x and y to a fresh name z; after that, in every output of the 
session, a new channel is created and sent to the partner together with the payload. For example, the client creates and 
sends a name s together with the selected label equal, and afterwards it creates the channels c, c′ and c′′ , for the rest of 
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, x : T f  f unionmulti fx : T  (E-Gamma)
Fig. 10. Encoding of typing contexts.
the communication. Note that, when a new channel is created, for example in (νc), it has both the input and the output 
capabilities. The client process sends to the server, at channel s, the payload 3 and the input capability of the new channel 
c, retaining for itself the output capability. Interaction then continues along such new channel c, with the sending of the 
payload 5 and the output capability of a new continuation channel c′ . Here is how the encoded system evolves:
(νz)
(
serverf,{x→z} | clientf,{y →z}
)
→ (νs)(case equal_sof {. . .} | (νc)s!〈3, c〉.(νc′)c!〈5, c′〉.c′?(eq, c′′).0)
→ (νs)(s?(v1, c).c?(v2, c′).(νc′′)c′!〈v1 == v2, c′′〉.0 |
(νc)s!〈3, c〉.(νc′)c!〈5, c′〉.c′?(eq, c′′).0)
→∗ (νc′′)c′!〈3== 5, c′′〉.0 | c′?(eq, c′′).0 → 0
The first reduction of the encoded maths system corresponds to the first reduction of the original system, where a label 
(namely equal) is selected. The second reduction is a case normalisation, where a pattern matching of the case guard occurs 
so to identify the appropriate continuation process. The case normalisation is the only reduction in the encoded system 
that does not have a corresponding reduction in the original system; it represents however an administrative reduction, 
without a real computational content. The remaining reductions of the encoded systems, which for simplicity have not been 
detailed, are in one-to-one correspondence with the reductions of the original system.
3.4. Properties of the encoding
The encoding previously presented can be considered as the semantics of session types and session terms. The following 
results show that indeed we can derive the typing judgements and the properties of the π -calculus with sessions via the 
encoding and the corresponding typing judgements and properties in the standard π -calculus.
In order to prove these results, we need to extend the encoding to session typing contexts. Given a session process P , 
respectively a value v , such that there is a session typing context  with   P , respectively   v : T , and a renaming 
function f for P , respectively v , we use f in the encoding of  as defined in Fig. 10.
3.4.1. Auxiliary results
We start this section with some auxiliary results. The following proposition states that the encoding of typing contexts, 
given in Fig. 10, is sound and complete with respect to predicates lin and un.
Proposition 12. Let  be a session typing context and q be either lin or un. Then q() if and only if q(f ), for all renaming 
functions f for .
The following two lemmas give the relation between the combination operator ‘unionmulti’ and the standard ‘,’ operator in linear 
π -typing contexts.
Lemma 13. If , x : T is defined, then also  unionmulti x : T is defined.
Proof. By definition of ‘,’ on typing contexts, it means that x /∈ dom(). We conclude by definition of combination of typing 
contexts. 
Lemma 14. If  unionmulti x : T is defined and x /∈ dom(), then also , x : T is defined.
Proof. Immediate by definition of combination of typing contexts. 
The following two lemmas give a relation between the context split operator ‘◦’ used in session typing contexts and the 
combination operator ‘unionmulti’ used in linear π -typing contexts by using the encoding of typing contexts presented in Fig. 10.
Lemma 15 (Split to combination). Let 1, . . . , n be session typing contexts such that 1 ◦ . . . ◦ n is defined, then
1 ◦ . . . ◦ nf = 1f unionmulti . . . unionmulti nf
for some renaming function f for 1 ◦ . . . ◦ n.
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on typing contexts, given in Fig. 6. 
Lemma 16 (Combination to split). Let  be a session typing context and f a renaming function for  and f = π1 unionmulti . . . unionmulti πn . 
Then, for all i ∈ {1 . . .n}, there exist i such that if = πi and 1 ◦ . . . ◦ n = .
Proof. It follows immediately by the encoding of typing contexts given in Fig. 10 and Fig. 2 on context split ‘◦’ for session 
types. 
The following lemma relates the encoding of dual session types with dual linear π -types.
Lemma 17 (Encoding of dual session types). If T  = τ then T  = τ .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the session type T . We use the duality of session types defined in 
Section 2.1 and the duality of standard π -types defined in Section 2.2.
• T = end
By (E-End) we have end =∅[] and T = end. We conclude by the duality of ∅[].
• T =!T .U
By (E-Out) we have !T .U = 	o[T , U]. By the duality of session types we have !T .U =?T .U . By (T-In) we have 
?T .U = 	i[T , U]. We conclude by the duality of π -types.
• T =?T .U
By (E-In) we have ?T .U = 	i[T , U]. By the duality of session types we have ?T .U =!T .U . By (E-Out) we have 
!T .U = 	o[T , U], which by the involution property of duality on session types is 	o[T , U]. We conclude by 
the duality of π -types.
• T = ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I
By (E-Select) we have ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I = 	o[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ] By duality on session types we have ⊕{li : Ti}i∈I = &{li : T i}i∈I . By 
(E-Branch) we have &{li : T i}i∈I = 	i[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ] We conclude by the duality of π -types.
• T = &{li : Ti}i∈I
By (E-Branch) we have &{li : Ti}i∈I = 	i[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ] By duality on session types we have &{li : Ti}i∈I = ⊕{li : T i}i∈I . By 
(E-Select) we have ⊕{li : T i}i∈I = 	o[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ], which by the involution property of duality on session types means 
	o[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ]. We conclude by the duality of π -types. 
3.4.2. Type Correctness for Values
We state the soundness and completeness of the encoding in typing derivations for values. The correctness of an encoded 
typing judgement on the target terms implies the correctness of the judgement on the source terms, and conversely.
Lemma 18 (Soundness). If f  vf : T  for some renaming function f for v, then   v : T .
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the structure of the value v:
• Case v = x:
By (E-Name) we have xf = fx and assume f  fx : T . By rule (Tπ -Var) it means that ( fx : T ) ∈ f . Hence, 
(x : T ′) ∈  for some type T ′ . By (E-Gamma) it must be T ′ = T  which implies T ′ = T . By Proposition 12 also un(1)
holds. By applying rule (T-Var) we obtain the result.
• Case v = :
By (E-Star) we have f =  and assume f   : Unit and un(f ). Then un() holds by Proposition 12. We 
conclude by rule (T-Val). 
Lemma 19 (Completeness). If   v : T , then f  vf : T  for some renaming function f for v.
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the derivation   v : T .
• Case (T-Var):
un()
, x : T  x : T
By (E-Gamma) and (E-Name) we have f unionmulti fx : T   fx : T . We conclude by Proposition 12, Lemma 14 and typing rule 
(Tπ -Var).
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un()
   : Unit
Follows immediately from the encoding of  and Unit, Proposition 12 and rule (Tπ -Val). 
3.4.3. Type correctness for processes
We state the soundness and completeness of the encoding in typing derivations for processes.
Theorem 20 (Soundness). If f  Pf for some renaming function f for P , then   P .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of session process P . We only present some of the cases.
• Case 0:
By (E-Inaction) we have 0f = 0 and assume f  0, where un(f ) holds. By Proposition 12 also un() holds. We 
conclude by applying typing rule (T-Inact).
• Case P | Q :
By (E-Composition) we have P | Q f = Pf | Q f and assume f  Pf | Q f , which by rule (Tπ -Par) means:
π1  Pf π2  Q f
π1 unionmulti π2  Pf | Q f
where f = π1 unionmulti π2 . By Lemma 16 π1 = 1f and π2 = 2f , such that  = 1 ◦ 2. By induction hypothesis 
we have 1  P and 2  Q . By applying (T-Par) we obtain the result 1 ◦ 2  P | Q .
• Case x?(y).P :
By (E-Input) we have x?(y).Pf = fx?(y, c).Pf,{x→c} and assume f  fx?(y, c).Pf,{x→c} which by rule (Tπ -Inp) 
means:
π1  fx : 	i[Tπ , Sπ ] π2 , c : Sπ , y : Tπ  Pf,{x→c}
f  fx?(y, c).Pf,{x→c}
where f = π1 unionmulti π2 . By Lemma 16 π1 = 1f and π2 = 2f , with  = 1 ◦ 2. By Lemma 18 we have 1 
x :?T .S . By induction hypothesis 2, x : S, y : T  P where Tπ = T , Sπ = S and the renaming function f , {x → c} is 
used in the encoding of P . By applying (T-Inp) we obtain 1 ◦ 2  x?(y).P . 
Theorem 21 (Completeness). If   P , then f  Pf for some renaming function f for P .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation   P . We present the main cases.
• Case (T-Res):
, x : T , y : T  P
(T-Res)
  (νxy)P
Notice that x, y /∈ dom() by typability assumptions. We distinguish the following two cases:
– Suppose T = end. By duality on session types also T = end. By induction hypothesis we have , x : T , y : T  f ′ 
P f ′ , for some renaming function f ′ for P , which by (E-Gamma) means that  f ′ unionmulti f ′x : T  unionmulti f ′y : T   P f ′ . Let 
f = f ′ and update f with {x, y → c} for a fresh name c that does not occur in the codomain of f . We will use 
f , {x, y → c} as a renaming function. By Lemma 17, T  = τ and T  = τ . Since T = end and T = end, we have 
T  = 	α[W ] and T  = 	α[W ] and by the combination of linear channel types 	α [W ] unionmulti 	α[W ] = 	[W ], where W
denotes the pair of carried types, which are totally irrelevant for this proof. Hence, we can rewrite the induction 
hypothesis as f unionmulti c : 	[W ]  Pf,{x,y →c} . By Lemma 14 we obtain f , c : 	[W ]  Pf,{x,y →c} . By applying 
(Tπ -Res1) we obtain f  (νc)Pf,{x,y →c} , which concludes this case.
– Suppose T = end. By duality also T = end. By induction hypothesis we have , x : end, y : end f ′  P f ′ , for some 
renaming function f ′ for P . By (E-Gamma) it means that  f ′ unionmulti f ′x : end unionmulti f ′y : end  P f ′ . Let f = f ′ and update 
f with {x, y → c} for a fresh name c that does not occur in the codomain of f . We will now use f , {x, y → c} as 
a renaming function for P . Hence, we can rewrite the induction hypothesis as f unionmulti c :∅[] unionmulti c :∅[]  Pf,{x,y →c} , 
which by the combination of unrestricted types means f unionmulti c :∅[]  Pf,{x,y →c} . Moreover, c /∈ dom(f ), since 
c is chosen fresh, then by Lemma 14 we obtain f , c :∅[]  Pf,{x,y →c} . We conclude by rule (Tπ -Res2).
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1  x : &{li : Ti}i∈I 2, x : Ti  Pi ∀i ∈ I
(T-Brch)
1 ◦ 2  x  {li : Pi}i∈I
By applying Lemma 19 we have that 1 f ′  x : &{li : Ti}i∈I f ′ , for some renaming function f ′ for x, which 
by (E-Branch) means that 1 f ′  f ′x : 	i[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ]. By induction hypothesis and by (E-Gamma) we have that 
2 f ′′ unionmulti f ′′x : Ti  Pi f ′′ for some renaming function f ′′ for Pi , for all i ∈ I . Since 1 ◦2 is defined, by definition of 
context split, for all x ∈ dom(1) ∩dom(2) it holds that 1(x) = 2(x) = T and un(T ). Let dom(1) ∩ dom(2) = D and 
define f ′D = f ′ \
⋃
d∈D{d → f ′(d)} and f ′′D = f ′′ \
⋃
d∈D{d → f ′′(d)}. Suppose f ′′(x) = c. Then, let
f =⋃d∈D{d → d′} ∪ f ′D ∪ f ′′D \ {x → c}, where for all d ∈ D we create a fresh name d′ and map d to d′ . Moreover, f
is a function since its subcomponents act on disjoint domains. Then, by applying Lemma 6, the above can be rewritten 
as:
1f  fx : 	i[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ] 2f unionmulti c : Ti  Pif,{x→c} for all i ∈ I
Since x /∈ dom(2), then 2, x : Tif,{x→c} can be distributed and thus optimised as 2f unionmulti c : Ti. By rules (Tπ -Case), 
and (Tπ -Var) for deriving y : 〈li_Ti〉i∈I , and Lemma 14 we have the following derivation:
(Tπ -Case)
(Tπ -Var)
y : 〈li_Ti〉i∈I  y : 〈li_Ti〉i∈I 2f , c : Ti  Pif,{x→c} ∀i ∈ I
2f , y : 〈li_Ti〉i∈I  case y of {li_(c)  Pif,{x→c}}i∈I
Then, by applying (Tπ -Inp) we have:
(Tπ -Inp)
1f  fx : 	i[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ]
2f , y : 〈li_Ti〉i∈I  case y of {li_(c)  Pif,{x→c}}i∈I
1f unionmulti 2f  fx?(y). case y of {li_(c)  Pif,{x→c}}i∈I
By applying (E-Branching) and Lemma 15 we conclude this case. 
3.4.4. Operational correspondence
In this section we prove the operational correspondence. This property states that the encoding of processes is sound 
and complete with respect to the operational semantics of the π -calculus with and without sessions.
We start with a lemma which relates the encoding of processes and name substitution.
Lemma 22. Let P be a session process and let P [v/z] denote process P where name z is substituted by value v. Then,
P [v/z]f = Pf
[
vf / f (z)
]
for all renaming functions f for P and v in which, for all names x, we have f (x) = z if and only if x = z.
Proof. It follows immediately from the encoding of processes given in Fig. 9. 
Lemma 23 (Structural congruence and encoding). Let P and P ′ be session processes. Then, P ≡ P ′ if and only if Pf ≡ P ′f for all 
renaming functions f for P and P ′ .
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the number of axioms of structural congruence applied. 
Let ↪→ denote ≡ extended with a case normalisation, namely a reduction by using (Rπ -Case). We are ready now to formally 
state the operational correspondence.
Theorem 24 (Operational correspondence). Let P be a session process,  a session typing context, and f a renaming function for P
such that f  Pf . Then the following statements hold.
1. If P → P ′ , then Pf →↪→ P ′f .
2. If Pf → Q , then there is a session process P ′ such that
• either P → P ′;
• or there are x, y such that (νxy)P → P ′
and Q ↪→ P ′f .
Proof. Notice that, since f  Pf , by Theorem 20 it means that   P . We prove separately the two assertions of the 
theorem.
1. The proof is done by induction on the length of the derivation P → P ′ .
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P  (νxy)(x!〈v〉.Q 1 | y?(z).Q 2) → (νxy)(Q 1 | Q 2[v/z]) P ′
By the encoding of output and input processes we have:
Pf = (νxy)
(
x!〈v〉.Q 1 | y?(z).Q 2
)
f
= (νc) (x!〈v〉.Q 1 | y?(z).Q 2f,{x,y →c})
= (νc) (x!〈v〉.Q 1f,{x,y →c} | y?(z).Q 2f,{x,y →c})
= (νc) ((νc′)(c!〈vf , c′〉.Q 1f,{x,y →c,x→c′}) | c?(z, c′).Q 2f,{x,y →c,y →c′})
→ (νc) ((νc′)(Q 1f,{x,y →c,x→c′} | Q 2f,{x,y →c,y →c′}[vf /z]))
≡ (νc′)(Q 1f,{x,y →c,x→c′} | Q 2f,{x,y →c,y →c′}[vf /z])
Since P is a session-typed process, it means x /∈ fn(Q 2) and y /∈ fn(Q 1). Then, both f , {x, y → c, x → c′} and
f , {x, y → c, y → c′} can be replaced by f , {x, y → c′}. We can rewrite the above as:
(νc′)
(
Q 1f,{x,y →c′} | Q 2f,{x,y →c′}[vf /z]
)
Since z is bound with scope Q 2 it means that f z = z. The encoding of P ′ using f as a renaming function is as follows:
P ′f = (νxy)
(
Q 1 | Q 2[v/z]
)
f
= (νc′)(Q 1f,{x,y →c′} | Q 2[v/z]f,{x,y →c′})
= (νc′)(Q 1f,{x,y →c′} | Q 2f,{x,y →c′}[vf,{x,y →c′}/zf,{x,y →c′}])
= (νc′)(Q 1f,{x,y →c′} | Q 2f,{x,y →c′}[vf / f z])
= (νc′)(Q 1f,{x,y →c′} | Q 2f,{x,y →c′}[vf /z])
In order to obtain Q 2f,{x,y →c′}[vf,{x,y →c′}/zf,{x,y →c′}] above, we use Lemma 22. Function f coincides with 
f , {x, y → c′} when applied to value v and f z = z, so we obtain Q 2f,{x,y →c′}[vf /z]; meaning:
Pf →≡ P ′f
• Case (R-Sel):
P  (νxy)(x  l j .Q | y  {li : Pi}i∈I ) → (νxy)(Q | P j) P ′ if j ∈ I
By the encoding of selection and branching processes we have:
Pf = (νxy)
(
x  l j .Q | y  {li : Pi}i∈I
)
f
= (νc) (x  l j .Q | y  {li : Pi}i∈If,{x,y →c})
= (νc) (x  l j .Q f,{x,y →c} | y  {li : Pi}i∈If,{x,y →c})
= (νc) ((νc′)(c!〈l j_c′〉.Q f,{x,y →c,x→c′}) |
c?(z).case zof {li_(c′)  Pif,{x,y →c,y →c′}}i∈I
)
→ (νc) ((νc′)(Q f,{x,y →c,x→c′} |
case l j_c′ of {li_(c′)  Pif,{x,y →c,y →c′}}i∈I
))
→ (νc) ((νc′)(Q f,{x,y →c,x→c′} | P jf,{x,y →c,y →c′}))
≡ (νc′)(Q f,{x,y →c,x→c′} | P jf,{x,y →c,y →c′})
Since P is well typed, it means that for all i ∈ I , x /∈ fn(Pi) and y /∈ fn(Q ). Then, both f , {x, y → c, x → c′} and 
f , {x, y → c, y → c′} can be replaced by f , {x, y → c′}. We can rewrite the above as:
(νc′)
(
Q f,{x,y →c′} | P jf,{x,y →c′}
)
On the other hand we have:
P ′f = (νxy)
(
Q | P j
)
f
= (νc′)(Q  ′ | P  ′ )f,{x,y →c } j f,{x,y →c }
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Pf →↪→ P ′f
• Case (R-Par):
P → Q
P | R → Q | R
By (E-Composition) we have P | Rf = Pf | Rf . By induction hypothesis Pf →↪→ Q  f . We conclude that 
Pf | Rf →↪→ Q  f | R f by applying (Rπ -Par) and (Rπ -Struct).
• Case (R-Struct):
P ≡ P ′, P ′ → Q ′, Q ′ ≡ Q
P → Q
By induction hypothesis P ′f →↪→ Q ′f , and f is a renaming function for P ′ . By Lemma 23 we have Pf ≡ P ′f
and Q ′f ≡ Q f . We conclude by (Rπ -Struct).
2. We discuss the case in which the reduction Pf → Q is due to an interaction between an input and an output prefix 
that represent encodings of session endpoints. The case of unrestricted names, as well as the case in which the reduction 
originates from the case construct are simpler, and are handled along the same line.
The input and the output prefixes that are consumed in the reduction Pf → Q must be top-level, in the sense that 
they are not underneath other prefixes. To identify such prefixes, we suppose they are marked (in the same way as we did 
in Lemma 11).
Consider now the corresponding input and output prefixes in the session process P (those that produce, via the encoding, 
the two marked input and output prefixes of Pf ). Using structural congruence we can obtain a process R ≡ P in which 
such prefixes are in contiguous position. Precisely, using structural congruence we can make sure that R is of the form:
R = C [ x!〈v〉.P1 | y?(z).P2 ]
where x!〈v〉.P1 and y?(z).P2 are the mentioned input and output processes and the hole of the context is at top level.
Since R ≡ P , it is sufficient to prove the statement of the theorem for R in place of P , as any derivative of R is also a 
derivative of P . Moreover, by Lemma 23, we also have that
Pf ≡ Rf
where Rf is of the form
Rf = D [x!〈v〉.P1g | y?(z).P2g ] (3)
for some context D[·] with a top-level hole, and some renaming function g with g(x) = g(y). Now, expanding the definition 
of the encoding, for some fresh name c, and using brackets for the marked prefixes, we can continue from (3) as follows:
= D [ (νc)gx!〈vg, c〉.P1g,{x→c} | gy?(z, c).P2g,{y →c} ]
→ D [ (νc)(P1g,{x→c} | P2g,{y →c}[vg/z]) ] Q ′ (4)
Appealing to Lemma 11, we know that such a reduction, having consumed the two marked prefixes yields the following 
equivalence:
Q ′ ≡ Q
We will now find the derivative P ′ of the assertion of theorem (as a derivative of R) and prove
Q ′ ≡ P ′ f
For this we distinguish two cases, corresponding to the cases in the statement of the theorem:
(i) x and y are not restricted in R (that is (νxy) does not appear in the context C[·]);
(ii) x and y are restricted session endpoints, namely co-names.
The distinction is relevant because, in the π -calculus with sessions, communications along session endpoints is only possible 
if such endpoints are co-names.
We consider the second case (ii) first. Since (νxy) appears in the context C[·], its encoded context D[·] contains a 
restriction (νc′) where c′ is the linear name g(x) (and also g(y)). The reduction in (4) is along the name c′ , which, being 
linear, after the reduction does not occur anymore in the continuation process. We can therefore remove such a restriction 
and simply replace it with the restriction at c. If E[·] is the context with c′ replaced by c, we therefore have the following:
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Moreover, since (νxy) is in the context C[·], we can infer the reduction:
R = C [ x!〈v〉.P1 | y?(z).P2 ] → C [ P1 | P2[v/z] ] P ′ (5)
We can show that Q ′′ = P ′f as follows:
P ′f = D [P1g | P2[v/z]g ]
= D [P1g | P2g[vg/z] ]
where we have applied Lemma 22, and then, by renaming c′ into c, namely by using context E[·], we obtain Q ′′ .
Now the case (i), which is simpler. In this case context D[·] does not contain a restriction on c′; indeed name c′ does 
not appear in Q ′ . As (νxy) is not in C[·], to infer a reduction akin to (5) we have to add (νxy) as follows:
(νxy)R = (νxy)C [ x!〈v〉.P1 | y?(z).P2 ] → (νxy)C [ P1 | P2[v/z] ]
≡ C [ (νxy)(P1 | P2[v/z]) ] P ′
Then, one concludes Q ′ = P ′f .
Note that the statement of item 2 of the operational correspondence theorem uses ↪→. In case the reduction of the 
session process P is due to an input and output communication, as in the proof outlined above, then ↪→ is simply ≡. 
Otherwise, in case the reduction of the session process P is due to a branching and selection, then ↪→ is ≡ extended with 
a case normalisation, as we showed in Section 3.3 on the maths server and client example. 
3.5. Properties derived from the encoding
In this section we show how we can use the encoding and properties from the linear π -calculus to derive the analogous 
properties in the π -calculus with session types. We start with a lemma stating type preservation under ≡ by using the 
encoding.
Proof of Lemma 3 If   P and P ≡ P ′ , then   P ′ .
Proof. Assume   P and P ≡ P ′ . By Theorem 21 we have f  Pf for some renaming function f for P . By Lemma 23
Pf ≡ P ′f , then by Lemma 9 we have f  P ′f . We conclude by Theorem 20. 
Now we are ready to prove subject reduction in the π -calculus with session types by using our encoding and subject 
reduction in the linear π -calculus.
Proof of Theorem 4 If   P and P → P ′ , then   P ′ .
Proof. Assume   P and P → P ′ . By Theorem 21 we have f  Pf , for some renaming function f for P and by point 
1 of Theorem 24 we have Pf →↪→ P ′f . Let Q be the process such that Pf → Q ↪→ P ′f . By subject reduction 
for the linear π -calculus, given by Theorem 10, we have f  Q . By subject congruence, given by Lemma 9, and by 
Theorem 10, we have f  P ′f . By Theorem 20 we conclude that   P ′ . 
4. Subtyping
Subtyping is a relation between syntactic types based on a notion of substitutability. In the π -calculus, the language 
constructs meant to act on channels of the supertype can also act on channels of the subtype. If T is a subtype of T ′ , then 
any channel of type T can be safely used in a context where a channel of type T ′ is expected. Subtyping has been studied 
extensively in the standard π -calculus [26,28]. It has also been studied for session types [14,9]. In this section we show that 
subtyping on the standard π -calculus can be used to derive subtyping on session types. Subtyping rules for both calculi are 
presented in Fig. 11: the rules for standard π -calculus are given at the top and the rules for session types are given at the 
bottom of the figure. We use <: to denote subtyping for session types and ≤ for standard π -types.
Rules (Sπ -Refl) and (Sπ -Trans) state that subtyping is a preorder. Rules (Sπ -ii) and (Sπ -oo) define subtyping for input 
and output linear channel types, respectively. These rules assert that input channels are co-variant and output channels 
are contra-variant in the types of values they transmit. Finally, rule (Sπ -Variant) defines subtyping of variant types. It is 
co-variant both in depth and in breadth. We comment now on the subtyping rules for session types. Rules (S-Unit) and (S-End) 
define subtyping on Unit type and on a terminated channel type, respectively. Rules (S-Inp) and (S-Out) define subtyping 
on input and output session types, respectively. As before, the input operation is co-variant whilst the output operation is 
contra-variant. The continuation type is co-variant in both cases. This is a difference with respect to the corresponding rules 
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τ ≤ τ
τ ≤ τ ′ τ ′ ≤ τ ′′
(Sπ-Trans)
τ ≤ τ ′′
τ˜ ≤ τ˜ ′
(Sπ-ii)
	i[τ˜ ] ≤ 	i[τ˜ ′]
τ˜ ′ ≤ τ˜
(Sπ-oo)
	o[τ˜ ] ≤ 	o[τ˜ ′]
I ⊆ J τi ≤ τ ′j ∀i ∈ I
(Sπ-Variant)
〈li_τi〉i∈I ≤ 〈lj _τ ′j〉 j∈ J
(S-Unit)
Unit <: Unit
(S-End)
end <: end
T <: T ′ S <: S ′
(S-Inp)
?T .S <: ?T ′.S ′
T ′ <: T S <: S ′
(S-Out)
!T .S <: !T ′.S ′
I ⊆ J Si <: S ′j ∀i ∈ I
(S-Brch)
&{li : Si}i∈I <: &{lj : S ′j} j∈ J
I ⊇ J Si <: S ′j ∀ j ∈ J
(S-Sel)
⊕{li : Si}i∈I <: ⊕ {lj : S ′j} j∈ J
Fig. 11. Subtyping rules for π -types ( ≤ ) and for session types ( <: ).
in the standard π -calculus. Rules (S-Brch) and (S-Sel) define subtyping for choice types. They are both co-variant in depth in 
the types of values they transmit and co-variant and contra-variant in breadth, respectively.
In the π -calculus with sessions and subtyping, one must deal both with standard subtyping on π -types and subtyping 
on session types. This introduces a duplication of effort that grows as the type syntax and type system become richer. For 
example, this duplication is very heavy when recursive types are included. If the type system is structural, then subtyping 
on recursive types is established with coinductive techniques, e.g., simulation relations. These techniques must be defined 
and proved sound both on standard π -types and on session types. In addition, on session types one also needs coinductive 
techniques to formalise type duality.
The encoding is used, as in the previous section, to derive basic properties of session types. For Theorems 20 and 21
to remain valid, we have to take the subtyping relation into account. Therefore, it is important to prove the validity of 
subtyping, which is necessary in order to extend subject reduction and type safety. We now state the soundness and 
completeness of the encoding of types with respect to subtyping in session types and linear π -types.
Theorem 25 (Soundness for subtyping). If T  ≤ T ′, then T <: T ′ .
The proof is done by induction on the structure of session types T , T ′ .
Theorem 26 (Completeness for subtyping). If T <: T ′ then T  ≤ T ′.
The proof is done by induction on the last rule applied in the derivation of T <: T ′ . The full proofs of the above theorems 
are given in Appendix A.
To be able to use the subtyping relation, we introduce the subsumption rule in the type system, both on the standard 
typed π -calculus and the π -calculus with session types.
  x : τ τ ≤ τ ′
  x : τ ′ and
  x : T T <: T ′
  x : T ′
Then, we can prove the correctness of the encoding with respect to typing values and processes by using the updated type 
systems.
Papers that study subtyping [14,31], prove several results related to this feature. We can derive the main results in these 
papers as straightforward corollaries via the encoding, in the same way as we did for the subject reduction, thus using 
Theorem 25 and Theorem 26. Examples of such results include: reflexivity and transitivity of subtyping, and other auxiliary 
lemmas (e.g., substitution).
Example 27 (Upgrading the maths server). Suppose we want to upgrade the maths server presented in Section 3.3, for instance 
by extending the equal service to Real numbers [14]. The upgrade should not disrupt possible or ongoing communications 
with the client process, defined in Section 3.3. For this, we can exploit the session subtyping relation given at the bottom of 
Fig. 11 combined with the subsumption rule added to the type system for the π -calculus with session types. The session 
type Sreal for the endpoint x of the upgraded serverup is:
Sreal  &{ plus :?Int.?Int.!Int.end,
equal :?Real.?Real.!Bool.end,
neg :?Int.!Int.end }
Assume Int <: Real, since session subtyping is co-variant in input, then by (S-Inp) we have that S <: Sreal . Hence serverup
can communicate with the client process of Section 3.3. The encoding of the session type Sreal gives:
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(T-PolyVal)
 ;   〈T ′; v〉 : 〈X; T 〉
1 ;   v : 〈X; T 〉 2, x : T ; , X  P
(T-Unpack)
1 ◦ 2 ;   open v as (X; x) in P
Fig. 12. Typing rules for parametric polymorphic constructs.
Sreal = 	i[〈 plus_	i[Int, 	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]]]
equal_	i[Real, 	i[Real, 	o[Bool,∅[]]]],
neg_	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]] 〉]
Since also linear π -calculus channel types are co-variant in input, by (Sπ -ii), we have S ≤ Sreal.
Another possible upgrade for the server is the addition of a new service, say mult, that multiplicates two integers. 
Calling Smult this new type, by rule (S-Brch) we obtain S <: Smult . The subtyping relation on the encoded types, namely 
S ≤ Smult, is obtained by using rules (Sπ -ii) and (Sπ -Variant).
5. Polymorphism
Polymorphism is a common and useful type abstraction in programming languages as allows operations that are generic 
by using an expression with several types. There are two forms of polymorphism for the π -calculus with and without 
sessions: parametric and bounded polymorphism. In this section we study both forms. Parametric polymorphism is already 
present and well studied in standard π -calculus [28]. It has also been studied for the π -calculus with session types [1]. In 
Section 5.1 we show that, by the encoding and by adding parametric polymorphism to the syntax of types (and terms) in 
sessions, we obtain the properties in the polymorphic sessions for free, deriving them from the theory of the polymorphic 
π -calculus.
Bounded polymorphism is studied for the π -calculus with session types. In Section 5.2 we show how one can obtain 
bounded polymorphism in session types, by adding bounded polymorphism to the π -calculus types and by exploiting our 
encoding.
5.1. Parametric polymorphism
Syntax and semantics Let us first consider parametric polymorphism. The following syntax is an extension of the ones 
presented in Section 2.1. The same extensions are performed to the syntax in Section 2.2, with the difference that τ is used 
instead of T .
T ::= . . . | X (session type variable)
| 〈X; T 〉 (polymorphic session type)
P ::= . . . | open v as (X; x) in P (unpacking process)
v ::= . . . | 〈T ; v〉 (polymorphic session value)
 ::= ∅ | , X (type variable environment)
We extend the syntax of session types and standard π -types with type variable X and polymorphic type 〈X; T 〉 and 〈X; τ 〉, 
respectively. The rest of the type constructs remain unchanged. Modifications in the syntax of types trigger modifications 
in the syntax of terms. We add the polymorphic value for sessions 〈T ; v〉 and for the standard π -calculus 〈τ ; v〉 and the 
unpacking process open v as (X; x) in P to both calculi. These constructs are native of the standard π -calculus. In addition 
to , here we consider another typing context  containing polymorphic type variables.
The reduction rule for the unpacking process is given below:
(R-Unpack) open 〈T ; v〉 as (X; x) in P → P [T /X][v/x]
It states that process open 〈T ; v〉 as (X; x) in P , with the guard being a polymorphic value 〈T ; v〉, reduces to process P
where two substitutions occur: type T substitutes type variable X and value v substitutes the placeholder variable x. The 
reduction rule (Rπ -Unpack) for the standard π -calculus is the same as above, where 〈T ; v〉 is replaced by 〈τ ; v〉.
Typing rules Typing judgements are of the form ;   v : T for values and ;   P for processes. The typing rules for the 
polymorphic π -calculus with session types are given in Fig. 12 and they are straightforward. The typing rules (Tπ -PolyVal) 
and (Tπ -Unpack) for the standard π -calculus follow the same line, hence we omit them for simplicity.
Encoding Since we added polymorphic constructs to the syntax of types and left the syntax of session types unchanged, 
the encoding of session types remains as before, hence the encoding of types is a homomorphism. The same holds for the 
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encoding is again a homomorphism. We only present the new rules.
X  X (E-PolyVar)
〈X; T 〉  〈X;T 〉 (E-PolyType)
〈T ; v〉f  〈T ;vf 〉 (E-PolyVal)
open v as (X; x) in Pf  open vf as (X; fx) in Pf (E-Unpack)
The encoding of typing contexts is given by:
∅f  ∅ (E-Empty)
, x : T f  f unionmulti fx : T  (E-Gamma)
;f  f ; (E-Delta)
We encode  as in Fig. 10, and on  the encoding is the identity function, since the encoding of type variables is the 
identity function.
To complete Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 on the correctness of the encoding with respect to typing values, it suffices to 
add the case for polymorphic values. To complete Theorems 20 and 21 on the correctness of the encoding with respect to 
typing processes, it suffices to add the case for the unpack process. However, adding these cases requires modification in the 
typing judgements: previous typing judgements of the form   v : T should be now written as ;   v : T and previous 
typing judgements of the form   Q should be now written as ;   Q (with  =∅ in absence of polymorphism). The 
proofs of the above results for the parametric polymorphic π -calculus are given in Appendix B. Operational correspondence 
for bounded polymorphic processes follows the same line as Theorem 24.
5.2. Bounded polymorphism
Syntax and semantics We now consider bounded polymorphism [12], which is a form of parametric polymorphism. This 
kind of polymorphism has not been studied yet in the π -calculus; we add it and show how we can derive bounded 
polymorphism in session types by using the standard π -types. Bounded polymorphism in session types [12] is added only 
to the labels of branch and select constructs. In our work, we specify only upper bounds and use only basic types in the 
bounds. This is a simplification with respect to [12] and it is sufficient to illustrate how the encoding works. We report only 
on the new constructs added to the syntax of types and terms. Type B stands for basic types (e.g., Unit, Bool, . . .), as 
opposed to channel types.
S ::= . . . | ⊕ {li (Xi <: Bi) : Ti}i∈I (bounded polymorphic select)
| &{li (Xi <: Bi) : Ti}i∈I (bounded polymorphic branch)
P ::= . . . | x  l j(B).P (bounded polymorphic selection)
| x  {li(Xi <: Bi) : Pi}i∈I (bounded polymorphic branching)
In order to have bounded polymorphism also in the π -calculus, we add it to the labels of variant types and the case 
process.
τ ::= . . . | 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_τi〉i∈I (bounded poly variant)
P ::= . . . | case v of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_xi  P }i∈I (bounded poly case)
v ::= . . . | l j(B)_v (bounded poly variant value)
On both π -calculi with or without sessions, we should take into account the condition (Xi ≤ Bi) and Xi should be instanti-
ated with a type satisfying the condition. The syntax of processes is modified accordingly. We give now the reduction rules 
for bounded polymorphic processes.
(R-BPolySel) (νxy)(x  l j(B).P | y  {li(Xi <: Bi) : Pi}i∈I ) → (νxy)(P | P j[B/X j]) j ∈ I
(Rπ-BPolyCase) case l j(B)_v of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_xi  P }i∈I → P j[B/X j][v/x j] j ∈ I
Typing rules The typing rules for bounded polymorphic constructs are similar on both π -calculi and are given in Fig. 13.
Encoding The encoding is once again a homomorphism and we present the most relevant cases.
⊕{li (Xi <: Bi) : Ti}i∈I  	o[〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ] (E-BPolySel)
&{li (Xi <: Bi) : Ti}i∈I  	i[〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ] (E-BPolyBrch)
x  l j(B).Pf  (νc) fx!〈l j(B)_c〉.Pf,{x→c} (E-BPolySelection)
x  {l (X <: B ) : P }   f ?(y). case y of {l (X ≤ B )_c  P  } (E-BPolyBranching)i i i i i∈I f x i i i i f,{x→c} i∈I
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2, x : T j[B/X j] ;   P j ∈ I B <: Bi ∀i ∈ I
1 ◦ 2 ;   x  l j(B).P (T-BPolySel)
1 ;   x : &{li (Xi <: Bi) : Ti}i∈I
2, x : Ti ; , Xi <: Bi  Pi ∀i ∈ I
1 ◦ 2 ;   x  {li(Xi <: Bi) : Pi}i∈I (T-BPolyBrch)
 ;   v : τ j[B/X j] j ∈ I
B ≤ Bi ∀i ∈ I
 ;   l j(B)_v : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_τi〉i∈I (Tπ-BPolyLVal)
1 ;   v : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_τi〉i∈I
2, xi : τi ; , Xi ≤ Bi  Pi ∀i ∈ I
1 unionmulti 2 ;   case v of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_xi  P }i∈I (Tπ-BPolyCase)
Fig. 13. Typing rules for bounded polymorphic constructs.
By using the encoding and the bounded polymorphism in the standard π -calculus, we can derive bounded polymorphism 
in the π -calculus with session types. Furthermore, all the results presented in Section 4 and 5.1 are now derivable for free. 
To complete Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 on correctness of the encoding with respect to typing values, it suffices to add the 
cases for bounded polymorphic variables. These cases follow immediately by (E-BPolySel) and (E-BPolyBrch) and by typing rules 
(T-Var) and (Tπ -Var). To complete Theorem 20 and Theorem 21 on the correctness of the encoding with respect to typing 
processes, it suffices to add the cases for bounded branching and selection. The modifications to the typing judgements are 
as in parametric polymorphism. These modifications will also influence the operational correspondence. The proofs of the 
above theorems as well as the operational correspondence are given in Appendix B.
Example 28 (Another upgrade of the maths server). In Example 27 we upgraded our maths server using subtyping (in depth, 
adding Int <: Real, or in breadth, adding a new service mult). We describe now an upgrade that employs bounded poly-
morphism. As shown by Gay [12], there are upgrading scenarios where subtyping alone is not sufficient, and in these cases, 
one can appeal to bounded polymorphism. We recall that server and client are the processes defined in Section 3.3, and S
is the session type used to typecheck the server’s endpoint. We upgrade the service equal by using bounded polymorphism 
and we define the upgraded session type Sbnd as:
Sbnd  &{ plus :?Int.?Int.!Int.end,
equal(X <: Real) :?X .?X .!Bool.end,
neg :?Int.!Int.end }
where the type variable X has an upper bound of type Real. The new server, that uses the new type Sbnd , can communicate 
with any client that, when selecting the service equal, sends a value of any subtype of Real. In particular, the server can 
communicate with our original client process of Section 3.3, assuming Int <: Real.
Typing rules and reduction rules for bounded polymorphism follow the same lines in the π -calculus with and without 
sessions. As a consequence, also in the encoding, communication between the upgraded server and the original client is 
possible. We show the encoding of session type Sbnd:
Sbnd = 	i[〈 plus_	i[Int, 	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]]]
equal(X ≤ Real)_	i[X, 	i[X, 	o[Bool,∅[]]]],
neg_	i[Int, 	o[Int,∅[]]] 〉]
6. Higher-order π -calculus
Higher-order π -calculus (HOπ ) models mobility of processes that can be sent and received and thus can be run lo-
cally [28]. Higher-order communication for sessions has the same benefits as for the π -calculus, in particular, it models 
code mobility in a distributed scenario. What we want to do is to use HOπ to provide sessions with higher-order capabili-
ties by exploiting the encoding, as we did with subtyping and polymorphism.
Syntax and semantics The syntax of types and terms for the HOπ with sessions [23] is given by the following grammar. The 
syntax of types and terms for the standard HOπ is the same as the one below, with the difference that τ replaces T .
σ ::= . . . | T (general type)
| ♦ (process type)
T ::= . . . | T → σ (functional type)
| T 1→ σ (linear functional type)
P ::= . . . | P Q (application)
| v (values)
v ::= . . . | λx : T .P (abstraction)
Let ♦ denote the type of a process, and σ range over a type T or ♦. The new types added to T are the functional 
type T → σ , assigned to a functional term that can be used without any restriction, and the linear functional type T 1→ σ , 
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, x : T ;;S  P : σ
if T = T ′ 1→ σ then x ∈ S
;;S − {x}  λx : T .P : T → σ
(T-HoAbs2)
;, x : T ;S  P : σ
;;S  λx : T .P : T → σ
(T-HoApp)
;1;S1  P : T 1→ σ ;2;S2  Q : T
if T = T ′ → σ ′ then un(2) and S2 =∅
;1 ◦ 2;S1 ∪S2  P Q : σ
Fig. 14. Typing rules for higher-order constructs.
assigned to a term that should be used exactly once. The reason for this is that a function may contain free session channels, 
hence it should necessarily be used at least once in order to complete the session and should not be used more than once, 
so not to violate session safety. Regarding terms, the π -calculus with sessions is augmented with call-by-value λ-calculus 
primitives, namely abstraction (λx : T .P ) and application (P Q ).
We present the new reduction rules for the HOπ with sessions which are added to the rules in Fig. 4. The reduction 
rules for the standard HOπ are the same as the ones below, with the difference that τ replaces T .
(R-Beta) (λx : T .P )v → P [v/x]
(R-ApplLeft) P → P ′ =⇒ P Q → P ′Q
(R-ApplRight) P → P ′ =⇒ v P → v P ′
Typing rules Typing judgements for the higher-order π -calculus with and without sessions are of the form ; ; S  v : T
and ; ; S  v : τ , respectively where  associates variables to value types, except session types;  associates variables 
to session types; and S denotes the set of linear functional variables. A typing judgement is well formed if S ⊆ dom()
and dom() ∩dom() =∅. The new typing rules are presented in Fig. 14. For simplicity we omit the rules for the standard 
HOπ as they are the same as those in Fig. 14.
Encoding The encoding of typing contexts is an extension of the one given in Fig. 10.
∅f  ∅ (E-Empty)
;;Sf  f ;f ;Sf (E-HOContext)
, x : T f  f unionmulti fx : T  (E-Gamma)
, x : T   f , fx : T  (E-Phi)
The encoding of types and terms is a homomorphism on the higher-order constructs added to both the π -calculi.
♦  ♦ (E-ProcType)
T
1→ σ  T  1→ σ (E-LinFunType)
T → σ  T → σ (E-FunType)
λx : T .Pf  λx : T .Pf (E-Abstraction)
P Q f  Pf Q f (E-Application)
The process type, functional types, abstraction and application in the HOπ calculus with sessions are encoded respectively 
as the process type, functional types, abstraction and application in the standard HOπ calculus.
We are ready now to give the results on the correctness of the encoding with respect to typing in case of HOπ . Namely, 
a HOπ process P is of type σ in some typing context if and only if the encoding of P is of type encoding of σ in the 
encoding of the same typing context.
Theorem 29 (Soundness). If ; ; Sf  Pf : σ  for some renaming function f for P , then ; ; S  P : σ .
Theorem 30 (Completeness). If ; ; S  P : σ , then ; ; Sf  Pf : σ  for some renaming function f for P .
The result of the operational correspondence for the HOπ is as before, given by Theorem 24. The proofs of the above 
two theorems as well as the operational correspondence for the HOπ are given in Appendix C.
7. Further considerations
As explained in the previous sections, a session type is interpreted as a linear channel type, which in turn carries a linear 
channel. In order to satisfy this linearity, on the side of terms, a fresh channel is created at any step of communication and 
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communication. What we just said describes the encoding of the output process transmitting some value, call it v:
x!〈v〉.Pf  (νc) fx!〈v, c〉.Pf,{x→c} (6)
One can argue that there is an overhead in doing so, and that is not necessary. Since the fresh names are assigned linear 
types, once they are used, we are guaranteed by the type system that those channels are not going to be used again. An 
optimised approach permits to reuse the same linear channel. For example, we can optimise the above process as:
x!〈v〉.P  x!〈v, x〉.P (7)
This leads to a typing problem, since the process obviously violates linearity. In order to overcome this problem, we intro-
duce the following typing rule:
1  x : 	o[T˜ ] ˜2, x : 	α [˜S]  v˜ : T˜ 3, x : 	α [˜S]  P
(Tπ -NewOut)
1 unionmulti ˜2 unionmulti 3  x!〈v˜〉.P
We prove that (6) and (7) are typed strong barbed congruent. The details are shown in Appendix D. The modified rule allows 
reuse of channel names. The optimisation would make the encoding of session types simpler — a linear channel would 
be used like a session channel and therefore the function parameter f of the encoding would not be needed. In our 
presentation, we have preferred not to do so in order to relate ourselves to the standard π -calculus and its theory.
The above is an optimisation on the treatment of linear channels, that came up while working on the encoding. We 
mentioned it because it makes the encoding even simpler, and because we think it may be useful also in other situations.
8. Related work
The idea of the encoding of session types into π -calculus linear types is not new. Kobayashi [20] was the first to propose 
such an encoding, but he did not provide any formal study of it. Demangeon and Honda [9] provide a subtyping theory 
for a π -calculus augmented with branch and select constructs and show an encoding of the session π -calculus. They prove 
soundness of the encoding and full abstraction. The main differences with respect to our work are: (i) the target language 
is closer to the session π -calculus having branch and select constructs (instead of having just one variant construct), and a 
refined subtyping theory is provided, while we focus on encoding the session π -calculus in the standard π -calculus in order 
to exploit the rich and well-established theory of the latter; (ii) we study the encoding in a systematic way as a means to 
formally derive session types and their properties, in order to provide a methodology for the treatment of session types and 
their extensions without the burden of establishing the underlying theory (specifically, Demangeon and Honda [9] focus on 
subtyping issues).
Other expressiveness results regarding binary session types theory include the work by Caires and Pfenning [2]. They 
present a type system for the π -calculus that corresponds to the standard sequent calculus proof system for Dual Intu-
itionistic Linear Logic (DILL). They give an interpretation of intuitionistic linear logic formulas as a form of session types. 
Later on Wadler [33], by following Caires and Pfenning [2], proposes a calculus where propositions of classical linear logic 
correspond to session types.
Igarashi and Kobayashi [17] have developed a single generic type system (GTS) for the π -calculus from which numerous 
specific type systems can be obtained by varying certain parameters. A range of type systems are thus obtained as instances 
of the generic one. Gay, Gesbert and Ravara [13] define an encoding from session types and terms into GTS by proving 
operational correspondence and correctness of the encoding. However, as the authors state, the encoding they present is 
very complex and deriving properties of sessions by using GTS would be more difficult than proving them directly, from 
scratch.
Carbone et al. [4] show that one can use the encoding, together with the type system for lock freedom in the 
π -calculus [18], to derive the progress property in the π -calculus with sessions. Padovani [24] studies deadlock and lock-
freedom in linear π -calculus and relates it to session π -calculus via our encoding. Padovani [25] uses our encoding and the 
theory of linear types to define type reconstruction algorithms for session types. Dardha [6] adds a new extension to our 
encoding, namely recursive types, to further investigate its robustness.
9. Conclusion
This paper proposes an encoding of binary session types into standard π -types, more precisely into linear types and 
variant types. Linear types [21,28] force a channel to be used exactly once. Variant types [27,28] are a labelled form of 
disjoint union of types. We develop Kobayashi’s proposal of an encoding of session types into standard π -types. We show 
that the encoding is faithful, in that it allows us to derive the basic properties of session types, exploiting the analogous 
properties of π -types. We then show that the encoding is robust, by analysing a few non-trivial extensions to session types, 
namely subtyping, polymorphism and higher-order communication. Finally, we propose an optimisation of linear channels 
permitting to reuse the same channel for the continuation of the session and prove a typed barbed congruence result. This 
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session types, however is the same as before.
The benefits coming from the encoding include the elimination of the redundancy introduced both in the syntax of types 
and of terms, and the derivation of properties (such as subject reduction and type safety) as straightforward corollaries (thus 
eliminating redundancy also in the proofs). Issues like opposite endpoints of a session channel and duality of session types 
assigned to these endpoints are handled by the theory of the standard typed π -calculus: there is just one channel we 
deal with (no need to distinguish endpoints) and duality boils down to having opposite outermost capabilities of linear 
channel types. Moreover, the robustness of the encoding allows us to easily obtain extensions of the session π -calculus, by 
exploiting the theory of the standard π -calculus. As we have shown in Section 5.2 on bounded polymorphism, our approach 
works smoothly even when the intended extension is not already present in the π -calculus. In this case, one can just enrich 
the π -calculus with the intended feature and obtain the same one in sessions via the encoding, as passing through the 
π -calculus is simpler than developing the system from scratch for sessions.
We conclude that session types theory is indeed derivable from the theory of standard typed π -calculus. This does not 
mean that we believe session types are useless: on the contrary, due to their simple and intuitive structure they represent 
a fine tool for describing and reasoning about communication protocols in distributed scenarios. Our aim is to provide a 
methodology for facilitating the definition of session types and their extensions, hence encouraging their study.
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Appendix A. Proofs for subtyping
We start with a lemma relating subtyping and duality of session types, stating that two encoded session types are in a 
subtyping relation if the encoded dual types are in an inverse subtyping relation.
Lemma 31 (Subtyping on dual types). If T  ≤ T ′, then T ′ ≤ T .
Proof. The lemma follows immediately by the definition of encoding, the duality function for session types and the subtyp-
ing rules for standard π -calculus types presented in Fig. 11. 
We now present the proofs of the correctness of the encoding of types with respect to subtyping.
Proof of Theorem 25 If T  ≤ T ′, then T <: T ′ .
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the structure of session types T , T ′ . We present some of the cases.
• Case T = T ′ = end:
By (E-End) we have T  = T ′ =∅[]. By rule (Sπ -Refl) we have ∅[] ≤∅[]. By applying rule (S-End) we obtain the result.
• Case T =?T1.S1 and T ′ =?T2.S2:
Assume that ?T1.S1 ≤ ?T2.S2, which by the encoding of input means that 	i[T1,S1] ≤ 	i[T2,S2]. The last 
rule applied is (Sπ -ii), which by its premise asserts that T1 ≤ T2 and S1 ≤ S2. By induction hypothesis we 
have T1 <: T2 and S1 <: S2. By applying rule (S-Inp) on the induction hypothesis we obtain ?T1.S1 <: ?T2.S2.
• Case T =!T1.S1 and T ′ =!T2.S2:
Assume that !T1.S1 ≤ !T2.S2, which by encoding of output means that 	o[T1,S1] ≤ 	o[T2,S2]. The last 
rule applied is (Sπ -oo), which by its premise asserts that T2 ≤ T1 and S2 ≤ S1. By Lemma 31, S1 ≤ S2. By 
induction hypothesis we have T2 <: T1 and S1 <: S2. By applying rule (S-Out) we obtain !T1.S1 <: !T2.S2. 
Proof of Theorem 26 If T <: T ′ then T  ≤ T ′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the last rule applied in the derivation of T <: T ′ . We present some of the cases.
• Case (S-Inp):
T <: T ′ S <: S ′
′ ′?T .S <: ?T .S
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ing (E-Inp) we obtain ?T .S = 	i[T , S] and ?T ′.S ′ = 	i[T ′, S ′]. By applying rule (Sπ -ii) on the induction 
hypothesis we obtain the result.
• Case (S-Out):
T ′ <: T S <: S ′
!T .S <: !T ′.S ′
By induction hypothesis we have T ′ ≤ T  and S ≤ S ′. We need to prove that !T .S ≤ !T ′.S ′. By applying 
(E-Out) we obtain !T .S = 	o[T , S] and !T ′.S ′ = 	o[T ′, S ′]. By Lemma 31 we obtain S ′ ≤ S. By applying 
rule (Sπ -oo) on the induction hypothesis we obtain the result.
• Case (S-Brch):
I ⊆ J Si <: S ′j ∀i ∈ I
&{li : Si}i∈I <: &{lj : S ′j} j∈ J
By induction hypothesis we have Si ≤ S ′j for all i ∈ I . We need to prove that &{li : Si}i∈I ≤ &{lj : S ′j} j∈ J. By 
(E-Branch) we obtain &{li : Si}i∈I = 	i[〈li_Si〉i∈I ] and &{lj : S ′j} j∈ J = 	i[〈lj _S ′j〉 j∈ J ]. By applying rules (Sπ -Variant) 
and (Sπ -ii) on the induction hypothesis we obtain the result.
• Case (S-Sel):
I ⊇ J Si <: S ′j ∀ j ∈ J
⊕{li : Si}i∈I <: ⊕ {lj : S ′j} j∈ J
By induction hypothesis we have Si ≤ S ′j for all j ∈ J . We need to prove that ⊕{li : Si}i∈I ≤ ⊕{lj : S ′j} j∈ J. By 
(E-Select) we obtain ⊕{li : Si}i∈I = 	o[〈li_Si〉i∈I ] and ⊕{lj : S ′j} j∈ J = 	o[〈lj _S ′j〉 j∈ J ]. By Lemma 31 we obtain 
S ′j ≤ T j for all j ∈ J . By (Sπ -Variant) and (Sπ -oo) on the induction hypothesis we obtain the result. 
Appendix B. Proofs for polymorphism
We start with a lemma relating the encoding of types and substitution of a type for a type variable.
Lemma 32. Let T be a session type and let T [T ′/X] denote type T where type variable X is substituted by type T ′. Then,
T [T ′/X]= T [T ′/X]
Proof. It follows directly from the encoding of polymorphic session types into polymorphic linear types and the definition 
of type substitution. 
B.1. Parametric polymorphism
Proof of Lemma 18 and Lemma 19 for parametric polymorphic values
1. If  ; f  vf : T  for some renaming function f for v , then  ;   v : T .
2. If  ;   v : T , then  ; f  vf : T  for some renaming function f for v .
Proof. We split the proof as follows.
1. The proof is done by induction on the structure of the value v .
We consider only the case for polymorphic values, namely v = 〈T ′; v ′〉. By applying (E-PolyVal) we have 〈T ′; v ′〉f =
〈T ′; v ′f 〉 and assume  ; f  〈T ′; v ′f 〉 : 〈X; T 〉, which means that the last typing rule applied must have 
been (Tπ -PolyVal).
 ; f  v ′f : T [T ′/X]
 ; f  〈T ′;v ′f 〉 : 〈X;T 〉
By induction hypothesis and by Lemma 32 we have ;   v ′ : T [T ′/X]. We conclude by applying (T-PolyVal).
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We consider only the case for (T-PolyVal).
 ;   v ′ : T [T ′/X]
 ;   〈T ′; v ′〉 : 〈X; T 〉
By induction hypothesis and by Lemma 32, there is f ′ such that  ;  f ′  v ′ f ′ : T [T ′/X]. By choosing f = f ′
and by applying (Tπ -PolyVal), (E-PolyType) and (E-PolyVal), we obtain the result. 
Proof of Theorem 20 and Theorem 21 for parametric polymorphic processes
1. If ; f  Q f for some renaming function f for Q , then ;  Q .
2. If ;  Q , then ; f  Q f for some renaming function f for Q .
Proof. We split the proof as follows.
1. The proof is done by induction on the structure of session process Q .
We consider only the case for the unpack process. By (E-Unpack) we have that  ; f  open vf as (X; fx) in Pf . 
This means that the last rule applied must be (Tπ -Unpack):
f ;   vf : 〈X;T 〉 f , fx : T  ; , X  P f
f ;   open vf as (X; fx) in Pf
By soundness of the encoding with respect to typing parametric polymorphic values we have  ;   v : 〈X; T 〉. By 
induction hypothesis we have , x : T ; , X  P . We conclude by applying (T-Unpack).
2. The proof is done by induction on the derivation  ;   Q .
We consider only the case when (T-Unpack) is applied:
1 ;   v : 〈X; T 〉 2, x : T ; , X  P
1 ◦ 2 ;   open v as (X; x) in P
By completeness of the encoding with respect to typing parametric polymorphic values we have
 f ′ ;   v f ′ : 〈X; T 〉, for some function f ′ . By induction hypothesis we have , x : T  f ′′ ; , X  P f ′′ , 
for some function f ′′ . By (E-Gamma) it means  f ′′ unionmulti f ′′x : T  ; , X  P f ′′ . Since 1 ◦ 2 is defined, then for 
all x ∈ dom(1) ∩ dom(2) it holds that 1(x) = 2(x) = T and un(T ). Let dom(1) ∩ dom(2) = D and define 
f ′D = f ′ \
⋃
d∈D{d → f ′(d)} and f ′′D = f ′′ \
⋃
d∈D{d → f ′′(d)}. Let f =
⋃
d∈D{d → d′} ∪ f ′D ∪ f ′′D , such that for all d ∈ D we 
create a fresh name d′ and associate d → d′ . Moreover, f is a function since its subcomponents act on disjoint domains. 
By Lemma 6 and since x /∈ 2, by Lemma 14 we have the following:
f ;   v f : 〈X;T 〉  f , fx : T  ; , X  P f
By applying (E-Unpack) and rule (Tπ -Unpack) we obtain the result. 
B.2. Bounded polymorphism
We present the proofs of the main results for bounded polymorphism. We present only some of the cases. We begin 
with the correctness of the encoding with respect to typing bounded polymorphic processes.
Proof of Theorem 20 for bounded polymorphic processes If ; f  Q f for some renaming function f for Q , then 
;   Q .
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the structure of session process Q . We present the case for selection.
• Case Q = x  l j(B).P :
By (E-BPolySelection) x  l j(B).Pf = (νc) fx!〈l j(B)_c〉.Pf,{x→c} and assume f ;   (νc) fx!〈l j(B)_c〉.Pf,{x→c} . Since 
c is a restricted channel name in the encoding of Q , then either rule (Tπ -Res1) or (Tπ -Res2) must be applied. We consider 
only the case when rule (Tπ -Res1) is applied, as the one for (Tπ -Res2) is symmetrical. Then, by (Tπ -Res1) and (Tπ -Out) we 
have the derivation:
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(Tπ -Out)
π1 ;  fx : 	o[〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Tπi 〉i∈I ]
π2 , c : Tπj [B/X j];  Pf,{x→c}
c : Tπj [B/X j];  l j(B)_c : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Tπi 〉i∈I
f , c : 	[W ][B/X j];  fx!〈l j(B)_c〉.Pf,{x→c}
f ;  (νc) fx!〈l j(B)_c〉.Pf,{x→c}
and f = π1 unionmulti π2 . By Lemma 16 π1 = 1f , and π2 = 2f such that  = 1 ◦ 2. By applying (Tπ -Var) and 
(Tπ -BPolyLval) for some j ∈ I , we have the derivation:
(Tπ -BPolyLVal)
(Tπ -Var)
c : Tπj [B/X j];  c : Tπj [B/X j] B ≤ Bi ∀i ∈ I
c : Tπj [B/X j];  l j(B)_c : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Tπi 〉i∈I
Name c has type 	[W ][B/X j], which is Tπj [B/X j] unionmulti Tπj [B/X j]. One capability of c is sent along l j(B)_c, whereas 
the other one is used in the continuation Pf,{x→c} . In the case where (Tπ -Res2) is applied, c is of type ∅[] unionmulti∅[]. The 
correctness of the encoding with respect to typing bounded polymorphic values implies 1;   x : ⊕{li (Xi ≤ Bi) : Ti}i∈I , 
which by (E-BPolySel) means ⊕{li (Xi ≤ Bi) : Ti}i∈I = 	o[〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Tπi 〉i∈I ] and Tπi = Ti for all i ∈ I . By induction 
hypothesis we have that 2, x : T j[B/X j];   P . By Theorem 25 we obtain B <: Bi for all i ∈ I . By applying rule 
(T-BPolySel) we conclude 1 ◦ 2;   x  l j(B).P . 
Proof of Theorem 21 for bounded polymorphic processes If ;   Q , then ; f  Q f for some renaming function f
for Q .
Proof. The proof is done by induction on the derivation ;   Q . We examine only the case where (T-BPolyBrch) is applied.
• Case (T-BPolyBrch):
(T-BPolyBrch)
1;  x : &{li (Xi ≤ Bi) : Ti}i∈I 2, x : Ti;, Xi <: Bi  Pi ∀i ∈ I
1 ◦ 2;  x  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : Pi}i∈I
By correctness of the encoding with respect to typing bounded polymorphic values, we have that
1 f ′ ;   f ′x : 	i[〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ] for some function f ′ . By induction hypothesis, (E-Gamma) and Theorem 26
we have that 2 f ′′ unionmulti f ′′x : Ti; , Xi ≤ Bi  Pi f ′′ for all i ∈ I and for some function f ′′ . Since 1 ◦ 2 is defined, it 
means that for all x ∈ dom(1) ∩ dom(2) it holds that 1(x) = 2(x) = T and un(T ). Let dom(1) ∩ dom(2) = D . 
Then, we define f ′D = f ′ \
⋃
d∈D{d → f ′(d)} and f ′′D = f ′′ \
⋃
d∈D{d → f ′′(d)}. Suppose f ′′(x) = c. Then, let
f =⋃d∈D{d → d′} ∪ f ′D ∪ f ′′D \ {x → c}, where for all d ∈ D we create a fresh name d′ and associate d → d′ . More-
over, f is a function since its subcomponents act on disjoint domains. We now have:
1f ;  fx : 	i[〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ]
and for all i ∈ I ,
2f unionmulti c : Ti;, Xi ≤ Bi  Pif,{x→c}
Since x /∈ dom(2), then 2, x : T jf,{x→c} can be optimised and distributed as 2f unionmulti c : T j. By (Tπ -Var), used to 
derive y : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I , (Tπ -BPolyCase) and Lemma 14 we have the derivation:
(Tπ -BPolyCase)
(Tπ -Var)
y : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ;  y : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I 2f , c : Ti;, Xi ≤ Bi  Pif,{x→c} ∀i ∈ I
2f , y : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ;  case y of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_c  Pif,{x→c}}i∈I
Then, by applying (Tπ -Inp) we conclude as follows:
1f ;  fx : 	i[〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ]
2f , y : 〈li (Xi ≤ Bi)_Ti〉i∈I ;  case y of {li_(c(Xi ≤ Bi))  Pif,{x→c}}i∈I
1f unionmulti 2f ;  fx?(y). case y of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_c  Pif,{x→c}}i∈I 
We now prove the operational correspondence for bounded polymorphic processes.
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renaming function for P such that ; f  Pf . Then, the following statements hold.
1. If P → P ′ , then Pf →↪→ P ′f .
2. If Pf → Q , then there is a session process P ′ such that
• either P → P ′;
• or there are x, y such that (νxy)P → P ′
and Q ↪→ P ′f .
Proof. Since ; f  Pf , then by Theorem 20 for bounded polymorphic processes, given earlier in this section, it is 
the case that ;   P .
1. We consider only the case where rule (R-BPolySel) is applied.
P  (νxy)(x  l j(B).Q | y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : Pi}i∈I ) → (νxy)(Q | P j[B/X j]) P ′
where j ∈ I . By the encoding of bounded polymorphic processes we have
Pf = (νxy)(x  l j(B).Q | y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : Pi}i∈I )f
= (νc) (x  l j(B).Q f,{x,y →c} | y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : Pi}i∈If,{x,y →c})
= (νc) ((νc′)(c!〈l j(B)_c′〉.Q f,{x,y →c,x→c′}) |
c?(z). case zof {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_c′  Pif,{x,y →c,y →c′}}i∈I
)
→ (νc) ((νc′)(Q f,{x→c,c →c′} |
case l j(B)_c′ of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_c′  Pif,{y →c,c →c′}}i∈I
))
→ (νc) ((νc′)(Q f,{x,y →c,x→c′} | P jf,{x,y →c,y →c′}[B/X j]))
≡ (νc′)(Q f,{x,y →c,x→c′} | P jf,{x,y →c,y →c′}[B/X j])
Notice that since P is a well-typed session process, it means that for all i ∈ I , x /∈ fn(Pi) and y /∈ fn(Q ). Then, function 
f , {x, y → c, x → c′} and function f , {x, y → c, y → c′} can both be subsumed by f , {x, y → c′}. We can rewrite the 
above as:
(νc′)
(
Q f,{x,y →c′} | P jf,{x,y →c′}
)
On the other hand we have:
P ′f = (νxy)(Q | P j[B/X j])f
= (νc′)(Q f,{x,y →c′} | P jf,{x,y →c′}[B/X j])
We use Lemma 32 to obtain P jf,{x,y →c′}[B/X j]. The above implies:
Pf →↪→ P ′f
2. Case P = P1 | P2 = x  l j(B).P ′1 | y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : P ′′i }i∈I . Following Theorem 24, we can obtain R ≡ P such that R is of 
the form:
R = C [ x  l j(B).P ′1 | y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : P ′′i }i∈I ]
where x  l j(B).P ′1 and y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : P ′′i }i∈I are the session processes such that the corresponding encodings are the 
marked input and output standard π -calculus processes, and the hole of the context is at top level.
Since R ≡ P , it is sufficient to prove the statement of the theorem for R in place of P , as any derivative of R is also a 
derivative of P . Moreover, by Lemma 23, we also have
Pf ≡ Rf
where Rf is of the form
Rf = D [x  l j(B).P ′1g | y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : P ′′i }i∈Ig ] (B.1)
for some context D[·] with a top-level hole, and some renaming function g with g(x) = g(y). Now, expanding the 
definition of the encoding, for some fresh name c, and using brackets for the marked prefixes, we can continue from 
(B.1) as follows:
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→ D [ (νc)(P ′1g,{x→c} | case l j(B)_c of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_c  P ′′i g,{y →c}}i∈I [B/X j]) ]
 Q ′ (B.2)
Appealing to Lemma 11, we know that such a reduction, having consumed the two marked prefixes yields the following 
equivalence:
Q ′ ≡ Q
We will now find the derivative P ′ of the assertion of theorem (as a derivative of R) and prove
Q ′ ↪→ P ′ f
We will consider only the case where x and y are restricted session endpoints, namely co-names. Since (νxy) appears 
in the context C[·], its encoded context D[·] contains a restriction (νc′) where c′ is the linear name g(x) (and also 
g(y)). The reduction in (B.2) is along the name c′ , which, being linear, after the reduction does not occur anymore in 
the continuation process. We can therefore remove such a restriction and simply replace it with the restriction at c. If 
E[·] if the context with c′ replaced by c, we therefore have the following:
Q ′ ≡ E [P ′1g,{x→c} | case l j(B)_c of {li(Xi ≤ Bi)_c  P ′′i g,{y →c}}i∈I [B/X j] ]
→ E [P ′1g,{x→c} | P ′′j g,{y →c}[B/X j] ] |
 Q ′′
Moreover, since (νxy) is in the context C[·], we can infer the following reduction:
R = C [ x  l j(B).P ′1 | y  {li(Xi ≤ Bi) : P ′′i }i∈I ]
→ C [ P ′1 | P ′′j [B/X j] ] P ′
We can easily show that Q ′′ = P ′f by Lemma 22 and by renaming c′ into c, namely by using context E[·]. 
Appendix C. Proofs for the HOπ
Lemma 33. Let S1, . . . , Sn be sets of linear functional variables such that their union is defined. Then,
S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Snf = S1f ∪ . . . ∪ Snf
for some renaming function for S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn.
Proof. The proof follows immediately by applying any renaming function on the disjoint union of sets of linear session 
functional variables. 
Lemma 34.
• Let S be a set of linear functional variables and f a renaming function for S and Sf = Sπ1 ∪ . . .∪Sπn . Then, S = S1 ∪ . . .∪Sn
and for all i ∈ 1 . . .n, Sπi = Sif .• Let Sπ = S1f ∪ . . . ∪ Snf and f a renaming function for all Si for i ∈ 1 . . .n. Then, S = S1 ∪ . . . ∪ Sn and Sπ = Sf .
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the definition of the encoding of S and the disjoint union of subsets of S . 
Lemma 35 (Substitution lemma for linear HOπ -calculus). Let P be a standard HOπ process.
• If  ; , x : τ ; S  P or
• If , x : τ ;  ; S  P or
• If , x : τ ;  ; S, {x}  P and
′ ; ′ ; S ′  v : τ and , ′ , and  unionmulti ′ and S , S ′ are defined, then it holds , ′ ;  unionmulti ′ ; S, S ′  P [v/x].
Proof. Immediate generalisation of Lemma 6. 
We now give the proofs of soundness and completeness of the encoding of higher-order terms with respect to typing.
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Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of P .
• Case λx : T .P :
By applying (E-Abstraction) and (E-FunType) we have
λx : T .Pf = λx : T .Pf
and T → σ  = T  → σ . Since x is bound with scope P , then fx = x. Assume
f ;f ;Sf  λx : T .Pf : T → σ
This implies that either rule (Tπ -HoAbs1) or rule (Tπ -HoAbs2) is applied. We consider both cases in the following:
– Rule (Tπ -HoAbs1) is applied:
f , x : T ;f ;Sπ1  Pf : σ if T = Tπ1 1→ σπ1 then x ∈ Sπ1
f ;f ;Sπ1 − {x}  λx : T .Pf : T → σ
where Sf = Sπ1 − {x}, which implies Sπ1 = Sf ∪ {x}. By Lemma 34 we have S1f = Sπ1 and thus S = S1 − x. 
By induction hypothesis we have , x : T ; ; S1  P : σ . We conclude by (T-HoAbs1).
– Rule (Tπ -HoAbs2) is applied:
f ;f , x : T ;Sf  Pf : σ
f ;f ;Sf  λx : T .Pf : T → σ
By induction hypothesis ; , x : T ; S  P : σ . Then, we obtain the result by applying rule (T-HoAbs1).
• Case P Q :
By (E-Application) we have P Q f = Pf Q f and assume
f ;f ;Sf  Pf Q f : σ
Then, rule (Tπ -HoApp) is applied:
f ;π1 ;Sπ1  Pf : Tπ 1→ σ
f ;π2 ;Sπ2  Q f : Tπ if Tπ = Tπ1 → σπ1 then un(π2 ) and Sπ2 =∅
f ;π1 unionmulti π2 ;Sπ1 ∪ Sπ2  Pf Q f : σ
We have f = π1 unionmulti π2 and Sf = Sπ1 ∪ Sπ2 . By Lemma 16 we have π1 = 1f and π2 = 2f , such that 
 = 1 ◦ 2. By Lemma 34 we have S1f = Sπ1 and S2f = Sπ2 such that S = S1 ∪ S2. By induction hypothesis 
; 1; S1  P : T 1→ σ where Tπ = T , and ; 2; S2  Q : T . Then, the result follows immediately by applying rule 
(T-HoApp) on the induction hypothesis. 
Proof of Theorem 30 If ; ; S  P : σ , then ; ; Sf  Pf : σ for some renaming function f for P .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation ; ; S  P : σ , by analysing the last typing rule applied.
• Case (T-HoFun):
un()
, x : T 1→ σ ;; {x}  x : T 1→ σ
We need to prove that f , fx : T 1→ σ ; f ; { fx}  fx : T 1→ σ. By Proposition 12 we obtain un(f ). By 
(E-LinFunType) and by applying rule (Tπ -HoFun) we conclude the case.
• Case (T-HoAbs1):
, x : T ;;S  P : σ
if T = T ′ 1→ σ then x ∈ S
;;S − {x}  λx : T .P : T → σ
By induction hypothesis  f ′ , f ′x : T ;  f ′ ; S f ′  P f ′ : σ for some renaming function f ′ for P . If
T  = T ′ 1→ σ , then f ′x ∈ S f ′ . Since f ′ is a renaming function for P and x ∈ fn(P ), then x /∈ dom( f ′ ) and 
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= T ′ 1→ σ . 
By typing rule (Tπ -HoVar) we have x : T ; ∅; ∅  x : T . Otherwise, if T = T ′ 1→ σ , then also T  = T ′ 1→ σ . 
By typing rule (Tπ -HoFun) we have x : T ; ∅; {x}  x : T . Then,  f ′ , x : T ;  f ′ ; S f ′ [x/ f ′x] is defined. By 
Lemma 35  f ′ , x : T ;  f ′ ; S f ′ [x/ f ′x]  P f ′ [x/ f ′x] : σ. Let f = f ′, {x → x}. It holds that if T  = T ′ 1→ σ 
then x ∈ Sf . Then, we write the induction hypothesis as f , x : T ; f ; Sf  Pf . By applying (E-Abstraction) 
and (E-FunType) and by (Tπ -HoAbs1) and Lemma 33 on the induction hypothesis, we obtain the result.
• Case (T-HoApp):
;1;S1  P : T 1→ σ ;2;S2  Q : T
if T = T ′ → σ ′ then un(2) and S2 =∅
;1 ◦ 2;S1 ∪ S2  P Q : σ
By induction hypothesis  f ′ ; 1 f ′ ; S1 f ′  P f ′ : T  1→ σ for some renaming function f ′ for P and 
 f ′′ ; 2 f ′′ ; S2 f ′′  Q  f ′′ : T  for some renaming function f ′′ for Q . Since 1 ◦ 2 is defined, then for all 
x ∈ dom(1) ∩ dom(2) it holds that 1(x) = 2(x) = T and un(T ). Let dom(1) ∩ dom(2) = D and let f ′D =
f ′ \⋃d∈D{d → f ′(d)} and f ′′D = f ′′ \⋃d∈D{d → f ′′(d)} \⋃q∈{q → f ′′(q)}. Hence, for all d ∈ D we are not making 
any assumption on f ′(d) and f ′′(d). Let f =⋃d∈D{d → d′} ∪ f ′D ∪ f ′′D , where for all d ∈ D we create a fresh name d′ and 
associate d → d′ . Moreover, f is a function since its subcomponents act on disjoint domains. By applying Lemma 35, 
the induction hypothesis can be rewritten as follows:
f ;1 f ;S1f  P f : T  1→ σ
and
f ;2 f ;S2f  Q  f : T 
By (E-Application), (Tπ -HoApp), by Lemma 15 and Lemma 33 we obtain f ; 1f unionmulti 2f ; S1f ∪ S2f 
Pf Q f : σ . 
Proof of Theorem 24 for higher-order terms Let P be a session process, , , S session typing contexts, and f a renaming 
function for P such that f ; f ; Sf  Pf . Then, the following statements hold.
1. If P → P ′ , then Pf →↪→ P ′f .
2. If Pf → Q , then there is a session process P ′ such that
• either P → P ′;
• or there are x, y such that (νxy)P → P ′
and Q ↪→ P ′f .
Proof. Since f ; f ; Sf  Pf , then by Theorem 29 it is the case that ; ; S  P . We consider both cases in the 
following.
1. The proof is done by induction on the derivation P → P ′ .
• Case (R-Beta):
P  (λx : T .Q )v → Q [v/x] P ′
By the encoding of abstraction in HOπ with session types we have:
Pf = (λx : T .Q )vf = (λx : T .Q f )vf
→ Q f [vf /x]
Notice that x is bound with scope Q , hence fx = x. On the other hand, by the encoding of P ′ and by using Lemma 22
we have:
P ′f = Q [v/x]f = Q f [vf / fx] = Q f [vf /x]
This implies that Pf →≡ P ′f .
• Case (R-ApplLeft):
P → P ′
P Q → P ′Q
By induction hypothesis Pf →↪→ P ′f . We conclude by context closure of structural congruence and by applying 
rules (Rπ -ApplLeft) and (Rπ -Struct).
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P → P ′
v P → v P ′
This case is symmetrical to the previous one. By induction hypothesis Pf →↪→ P ′f . We conclude by context closure 
of structural congruence and by applying rules (Rπ -ApplRight) and (Rπ -Struct).
2. We discuss the case in which the reduction Pf → Q is due to an application of a λ-abstraction to a value. Then, by 
the encoding of processes also P is an application. Let P = (λx : T .Q ′)v . Then, by (E-Application) and (E-Abstraction) we have 
Pf = λx : T .Q ′f vf → Q and since x is bound with scope Q ′ , then fx = x. By (R-Beta) we have
P = (λx : T .Q ′)v → Q ′[v/x] P ′
Then, P ′f = Q ′[v/x]f = Q ′f [vf / fx], where we apply Lemma 22. One can easily conclude that Q ≡
Q ′f [vf / fx]. 
Appendix D. Proofs for the optimisation of the encoding
In this appendix we give the proofs for Section 7. In particular, we show that (νc) fx!〈v, c〉.Pf,{x→c} and x!〈v, x〉.P as 
well as (νc) fx!〈l j_c〉.Pf,{x→c} and x!〈l j_x〉.P are typed strong barbed congruent. We recall a few definitions [28] that lead 
us to the required result.
D.1. Auxiliary results
Definition 36 (Context). A context in the π -calculus is obtained when the hole [·] replaces an occurrence of the terminated 
process 0 in a process term produced by the grammar in Section 2.2.
We give the definition of strong barbed bisimilarity, being the equivalence relation used in the remainder of this section.
Definition 37 (Strong barbed bisimilarity). Strong barbed bisimilarity is the largest, symmetric relation ∼, such that whenever 
P ∼ Q ,
1. For all x, if P performs an input/output action on x, then Q performs an input/output action on x.
2. P → P ′ implies Q → Q ′ for some process Q ′ with P ′ ∼ Q ′ .
Two processes P , Q are strong barbed bisimilar if P ∼ Q .
We are ready now to define the congruence relation based on strong barbed bisimilarity.
Definition 38 (Strong barbed congruence). Two processes are strong barbed congruent if they are strong barbed bisimilar for 
every arbitrary context they are placed into.
We pass now from the definition of strong barbed congruence to the typed version of it. Intuitively, a (/)-context, is 
a context such that when filled with a well-typed process in  becomes a well-typed process in . We refer to [28] for the 
formal definition and further details.
Definition 39 (Typed strong barbed congruence). Let   P and   Q . We say that processes P , Q are strong barbed congruent 
at , denoted   P c Q , if they are strong barbed congruent for every (/)-context, with  closed.
An important result, which will act as a proof technique in the following, is the Context Lemma for the typed strong 
barbed congruence.
Definition 40. Suppose   P and   Q . We write   P s Q if for every closed  that extends , for every -to-
substitution σ and every process R such that   R , it holds that R | σ(P ) is strong barbed bisimilar to R | σ(Q ).
Lemma 41 (Context lemma). Suppose   P and   Q .   P s Q if and only if   P c Q .
The Context Lemma and its proof can be found in Sangiorgi and Walker [28].
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Concerning the result for typed strong barbed congruence, we report the cases for the encoding of the output and the 
selection processes.
Output Let
  x : 	o[T , 	α [˜S]], v : T ,′
P  (νc)x!〈v, c〉.Rf,{x→c}
Q  x!〈v, x〉.R
′  Rf,{x→c} and ′, x : 	α [˜S]  R.
Then
  P c Q (D.1)
Selection Let
  x : 	o[〈li_Ti〉i∈I ],′
P  (νc)x!〈l j_c〉.Rf,{x→c}
Q  x!〈l j_x〉.R
′  Rf,{x→c} and ′, x : T j  R.
Then
  P c Q (D.2)
Above, P is the encoding of output (selection, respectively) by following the rules in Fig. 9 and Q is the encoding of output 
(selection, respectively) by following the rules in Section 7. By using the typing context  for output (respectively selection), 
(D.1) and (D.2) follow by Lemma 41.
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